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Abstract 

This report, describes the application of SYNER-G methodology and tools to the case study 

of Thessaloniki. The application includes the building stock (BDG), electric power network 

(EPN), water supply system (WSS) and road network (RDN) with specific interdependencies 

between systems. After a short introduction, the description of the seismic hazard model 

which is based on seismic zones proposed in SHARE project, is summarized. The new 

fragility curves that have been developed for masonry and reinforced buildings as well as 

bridges of Thessaloniki are reported. Then, for each system, the main features regarding the 

implementation of the application study in the SYNER-G prototype software (OOFIMS) 

together with the selected performance indicators (PI) are presented. The input for each 

system is briefly described and the results of the analysis are reported. These include 

damages, casualties (deaths, injuries) and displaced people for BDG and connectivity-based 

PIs for EPN, WSS and RDN systems. Apart of the average performance and the Mean 

Annual Frequency (MAF) of exceedance of the PIs, the distribution of estimated damages 

and losses for specific events is also given through thematic maps. The significant elements 

for the functionality of each system are defined through correlation factors to the system PIs. 

Finally, the accessibility analysis to hospital facilities and shelter areas considering the 

damages in RDN is performed and the shelter demand analysis based on a multi-criteria 

approach is outlined. This deliverable is related to other SYNER-G products, which the 

reader should have available for a comprehensive understanding of the application. These 

reports are referred within the present document. 
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1 Introduction 

The objective of the present deliverable is to apply and validate the methods and tools 

developed in SYNER-G using the city of Thessaloniki as a case study. The main study area 

is the municipality of Thessaloniki which is divided in 20 Sub City Districts as defined by 

Eurostat and Urban Audit approach. The case study includes the following elements: 

building stock (BDG), road network (RDN), water supply system (WSS) and electric power 

network (EPN). The networks comprise the main lines and components and cover the wider 

Metropolitan area. Each network is simulated in order to model its behaviour in case of 

damages to one or more of its component. Moreover, specific interdependencies between 

systems are considered according to the SYNER-G methodology (Franchin et al. 2011): 

EPN with WSS (electric power supply to pumping stations), RDN with BDG (road blockage 

due to building collapses), BDG with EPN and WSS (displaced people due to utility loss). 

For the seismic hazard input of the main application, five seismic zones with Mmin=5.5 and 

Mmax=7.5 are selected based on the results of SHARE European research project (Arvidsson 

et al. 2010). Appropriate fragility curves are applied for the vulnerability assessment of each 

element at risk. For bridges and buildings (RC and masonry) new analytical fragility curves 

are applied, which have been developed in the framework of SYNER-G specifically for 

Thessaloniki area. A Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) has been carried out (10,000 runs) 

which samples earthquake events based on the methods and tools developed in SYNER-G 

(WP2, WP3, WP5, WP7). Each sampled event represents a single earthquake 

(“Shakefields” method, Weatherhill et al. 2011) and all systems are analysed for each event. 

The results are then aggregated all over the sampled events. In this way, all the 

characteristics of each event (e.g., spatial correlations) are accounted for and preserved for 

the systemic analysis. For each system, selected Performance Indicators (PI’s) are 

calculated based on the estimated damages and functionality losses of the different 

components. The overall performance of each network is expressed through the moving 

average µ and moving standard deviation σ (averaged over simulations), as well as the 

Mean Annual Frequency (MAF) of exceedance of the PIs. The expected (average) loss 

given an earthquake can be defined based on the moving average graph. Through the MAF 

graphs the annual probability of exceeding specific levels of loss can be defined and the loss 

for specific mean return period of the particular PI can be estimated. The earthquake 

event(s) that correspond to the particular return period (or level of loss) can be identified and 

maps with the distribution of damages can be produced for this event(s). Moreover, the 

expected losses and distribution of damages for random or selected events (out of the 

10,000 simulations) can also be obtained. The expected average losses are also estimated 

for each component and thematic maps with the distribution of average damages can be 

produced. This type of results may lose the information about spatial correlations of 

damages, but it gives an overview of the most vulnerable components, that is, the estimated 

level of risk based on the frequency of damages during the simulations. Finally, the 

correlation of each component to the system PIs is estimated. This type of analysis is based 

on the results of each single event, and thus it preserves the information about systems’ 

topology and its behaviour in case of spatial correlated damages (related to single 

earthquakes). Thus, it allows identifying the most critical elements for the functionality of 
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each system (i.e. the damaged components that more closely control the performance of the 

network).  

Apart of the aforementioned main application which is based on the regional seismicity 

described by five seismic zones with all possible magnitudes ranging between M5.5 and 

M7.5, another application is performed where the magnitude is set to M=6.5 for a small 

seismic zone in a distance of about 20km from Thessaloniki. This zone represents the 

epicentral area of the earthquake that struck Thessaloniki in 1978 causing 50 deaths and 

serious building damages. The average estimated losses are defined and thematic maps 

with the distribution of expected damages are also produced for a MCS of 100 runs. 

To demonstrate the application of the socio-economic methodology in SYNER-G a shelter 

needs analysis has been applied in the Thessaloniki study area. The shelter model 

simulates households' decision-making and considers physical, socio-economic, climatic, 

spatial and temporal factors in addition to modeled building damage states and utility loss. 

Finally, a GIS-based accessibility modelling for earthquake case is implemented for shelter 

and healthcare services of Thessaloniki.  

In the followings, and after a short introduction, the seismic hazard of Thessaloniki’s area is 

presented and the methodology and results for the derivation of new fragility curves for 

buildings and bridges are given. The next chapters provide for each network analyzed (EPN, 

WSS, BDG, RDN) a description of the systemic vulnerability methodology and software 

implementation, the description of the system topology and characteristics and the input for 

the analysis and finally the results of the application. The next two chapters describe the 

methodology and the application results for the accessibility analysis and the shelter demand 

analysis for Thessaloniki. Finally, the main conclusions of these applications to the city of 

Thessaloniki are summarized.  
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2 Seismic hazard 

2.1 SEISMIC SOURCE MODEL 

The study area is characterized by intense seismic activity with strong historical earthquakes 

of magnitudes larger than 6.0 (Papazachos and Papazachou, 1997). The most recent 

destructive earthquake occurred in the broader area of Thessaloniki on the Gerakarou-

Stivos fault, along the Mygdonian graben (20 June 1978, M = 6.5). The mainshock caused 

extensive damage and loss of life in the metropolitan area of Thessaloniki and the 

surrounding villages. 

Five seismic zones are selected for the seismic hazard input of the present case study (Fig. 

2.1), obtained by SHARE European research project (Arvidsson et al. 2010). Their 

parameters are described in Table 2.1. 10,000 simulations are carried out sampling 

earthquake events for these zones based on a Monte Carlo approach. 

GRAS388

GRAS392

GRAS390

MKAS212

MKAS389

26°0'0"E

26°0'0"E

25°0'0"E

25°0'0"E

24°0'0"E

24°0'0"E

23°0'0"E

23°0'0"E

22°0'0"E

22°0'0"E

42°0'0"N 42°0'0"N

41°0'0"N 41°0'0"N

40°0'0"N 40°0'0"N

 

Fig. 2.1 Seismic zones considered in the case study, obtained by SHARE project. 
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Table 2.1 Parameters of the seismic zones (SHARE) considered in the case study 

Zone  a b Mmin Mmax 

GRAS388 4.10 1.00 5.0 7.5 

GRAS390 3.75 0.90 5.0 7.5 

MKAS389 3.90 0.90 5.0 7.5 

MKAS212 4.60 1.00 5.0 7.5 

GRAS392 3.95 1.00 5.0 7.5 

 

A complementary application is performed considering a small zone with M=6.5 (Fig. 2.2) 

which corresponds to the epicentral area of the 1978 earthquake. The parameters (a, b) of 

GRAS390 zone are applied and 100 simulations are carried out. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Seismic zone with M=6.5, R=25km representing the 1978 earthquake. 

2.2 GEOTECHNICAL MAPS  

A detailed microzonation study has been conducted for Thessaloniki during the last years. A 

detailed model of the surface geology and geotechnical characteristics, for site effect 

studies, was generated. The resulted geotechnical map (Anastasiadis et al. 2001) was 

based on numerous data provided by geotechnical investigations, geophysical surveys, 

microtremors measurements, classical geotechnical and special soil dynamic tests (Pitilakis 

et al. 1992, Pitilakis and Anastasiadis 1998, Raptakis et al. 1994a, Raptakis et al. 1994b, 

Raptakis 1995, Apostolidis et al. 2004). The dynamic properties of the main soil formations 

have been defined from an extended laboratory testing including resonant column and cyclic 

triaxial tests (Pitilakis et al. 1992, Pitilakis and Anastasiadis 1998, Anastasiadis 1994).  

For the needs of the present study the map shown in Fig. 2.3 is used, where three soil 

formations are defined according  to EC8 (CEN 2004) classification scheme (i.e. A, B, C 

classes).  

The liquefaction susceptibility of the study area is defined based on the classification 

scheme introduced by Youd and Perkins (1978) which is adopted in HAZUS (NIBS 2004) 

methodology. The classes (Very High, High, Moderate, Low, Very Low and None) are 
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categorised on the basis of deposit type, age and general distribution of cohesionless loose 

sediments. The liquefaction susceptibility in case of Thessaloniki is defined based on 

information from previous studies (SRMLIFE, 2003-2007). The zones are shown in Fig. 2.4.  

The landslide hazard is not considered in the present case study as the landslide 

susceptibility in the study area is very low. 
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Fig. 2.3 Geotechnical classification of the study area according to EC8 
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Fig. 2.4 Liquefaction susceptibility map of the study area according to HAZUS 

classification 
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2.3 SEISMIC GROUND MOTION 

Following the specifics provided in D2.13 (Weatherill et al 2011), the ground motion 

prediction equation introduced by Akkar and Bommer (2010) is applied for the estimation of 

the ground motion parameters on rock, while the spatial variability was modelled using 

correlation models provided by Jayaram and Baker (2009). For each site of the grid the 

averages of primary IM from the specified GMPE were calculated, and the residual sampled 

from a random filed of spatially correlated Gaussian variables according to the spatial 

correlation model. The primary IM is then retrieved at vulnerable sites by distance-based 

interpolation and finally the local IM is sampled conditionally on primary IM. 

Fig. 2.6 shows an example shake field in terms of primary IM (PGA at rock) computed at 

points of a regular grid (3.5 x 4.2 km), for the event #3566 (out of the 10.000 runs) with 

M=6.0, R=12km (Fig. 2.5). Among other results, the distribution of expected damages for 

this event is shown in the next sections for buildings, water supply, electric power and road 

networks.  

To scale the hazard to the site condition different amplification methods are available in the 

SYNER-G prototype software: Present Eurocode 8 provisions, Eurocode 8 amplification as 

modified by Pitilakis et al (2012), NEHRP, Choi&Stewart, context-specific. Only the 

amplification factors proposed in EC8 are used in the present application in accordance with 

the site classes that were defined in the study area (Table 2.2). 

For the liquefaction hazard the modelling approach of HAZUS (NIBS 2004) is adopted for 

the estimation of the permanent ground displacements, PGD, at the vulnerable sites. A 

detailed description of the entire hazard model adopted in the methodology and hence 

implemented in the SYNER-G prototype software can be found in the deliverables  D2.1 

(Franchin et al 2011) and D2.13 (Weatherill et al 2011). 

Table 2.2 Current and improved soil amplification factors S for the existing EC8 

classification scheme (Pitilakis et al. 2012) 

EC8 

Soil 
Class 

Type 2 (Ms≤5.5) Type 1 (Ms>5.5) 

EC8 
Proposed (Pitilakis 

et al. 2012) 
EC8 

Proposed (Pitilakis et 
al. 2012) 

B 1.35 1.40 1.20 1.30 

C 1.50 2.10 1.15 1.70 

D 1.80 1.80 1.35 1.35 

E 1.60 1.60 1.40 1.40 
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Fig. 2.5 Event#3566 (22.84875, 40.71578, M=6.0, R=12km)  

 

Fig. 2.6 Example of shake map in terms of PGA on rock for the event#3566                   

(M=6.0, R=12km)  
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3 Fragility Curves for Buildings and Bridges in 

Thessaloniki Study Area 

3.1 FRAGILITY CURVES FOR RC BUILDINGS 

Fragility curves are proposed specifically for the RC building typologies present in the 

Thessaloniki study area. The buildings are classified based on the following characteristics: 

o structural system: frame buildings with masonry infills, frame buildings with open 

ground storey (pilotis) and wall-frame (dual) buildings; 

o level of seismic design: low (1959 seismic code), medium (1984 seismic code) 

and high (Eurocode 8); 

o height: low-rise (two storeys), medium-rise (four storeys) and high-rise (nine 

storeys) buildings. 

The fragility curves developed for the RC buildings in Thessaloniki account for shear failures, 

which are normally ignored in analytical fragility studies. They refer to the prototype buildings 

shown in Fig. 3.1. For all buildings designed with the low- and medium-level seismic codes, 

the geometry and reinforcement are taken from a set of buildings designed according to the 

Greek seismic codes of 1959 and 1984 (Kappos et al 2003). High-level seismic code dual 

buildings are designed according to Eurocode 8 for Medium Ductility Class and design peak 

ground acceleration (PGA) equal to 0.16g. The dimensions of beams and columns and the 

reinforcement of all elements are calculated so as to meet all relevant requirements of 

Eurocode 2 (CEN 2004a) and Eurocode 8 (CEN 2004b). The walls have length equal to the 

bay length. Masonry infills do not have a significant effect on the fragility of dual systems and 

for this reason fragility curves are developed only for dual buildings without infills. 

Fragility curves are constructed using as intensity measure the PGA. For the two damage 

states of yielding and ultimate condition in flexure, the damage measure is the chord rotation 

at the member end. For the ultimate condition in shear, it is the shear force outside the 

plastic hinge or inside it (considered then alongside the rotation ductility factor). 

Deterministic estimates of these damage measures are obtained for each value of the 

excitation PGA via a static analysis per Part 3 of Eurocode 8 (CEN 2005c). Generic 

members considered in the models are limited for simplicity to the interior columns and 

beams in wall-frame or frame systems and the walls of wall-frame systems. For simplicity, 

the effect of perimeter columns and beams on the response of interior members is ignored – 

this is true if perimeter members have one-half the rigidity of interior ones at the same storey 

– then: (a) all beam ends in a storey of a frame have the same elastic seismic moments and 

inelastic chord rotation demands; (b) the same applies to all interior columns in a storey; (c) 

the axial force variation due to the seismic action may be neglected in interior columns. 

Vertical elements are taken as fixed at ground level, with negligible bending moments due to 

gravity loads. Beam-column joints and floor diaphragms are taken as rigid. P-δ effects due to 

the seismic action are taken into account. 
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Fig. 3.1 Plan of prototype buildings: dual buildings designed with low- and medium-

level code (a), dual buildings designed high-level code (b) and frame buildings 

The seismic analysis gives the mean values of damage measure demands. The mean 

values of the corresponding capacities for the two damage states are determined again 

according to Part 3 of EC8 (CEN 2005c). Contrary to the usual approach that does not use 

Monte Carlo simulation, non-parametric fragility curves are established here point-by-point, 

from the, conditional on intensity measure, probability that the random variable of damage 

measure demand exceeds the random variable of capacity. The mean values of these two 

random variables are established as explained above. Their variances are estimated from 

the values of their coefficient of variation (CoV) itemized in Table 3.1. The CoV-values for 

the chord rotation demands for given spectral value at the fundamental period are based on 

comparisons of inelastic chord rotation demands in height-wise regular buildings to their 

elastic estimates (Panagiotakos & Fardis 1999, Kosmopoulos & Fardis 2007). The values for 

the shear force demands are based on parametric studies. Those of the capacities reflect 

the uncertainty in the models used for the estimation of their mean values and the scatter of 

material and geometric properties (Biskinis & Fardis 2010a, Biskinis & Fardis 2010b, Biskinis 

et al 2004). Spectral values of individual motions at the fundamental period of the building 

are taken to vary about the value of the standard spectrum anchored to the intensity 

measure value with the coefficient of variation listed in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Coefficients of variation for RC buildings 

Demand CoV Capacity CoV 

Beam chord rotation demand, for given 
spectral value at fundamental period 

0.25 
Beam or column chord rotation 
at yielding 

0.33 

Column chord rotation demand, for given 
spectral value at fundamental period 

0.20 
Beam or column ultimate chord 
rotation 

0.38 

Wall chord rotation demand, for given 
spectral value at fundamental period 

0.25 
Shear resistance in diagonal 
tension (inside or outside plastic 
hinge) 

0.15 

Beam shear force demand, for given 
spectral value at fundamental period 

0.10 
Wall chord rotation at yielding of 
the base 

0.40 

Column shear force demand, for given 
spectral value at fundamental period 

0.15 
Wall ultimate chord rotation at 
the base 

0.32 

Wall shear force demand, for given 
spectral value at fundamental period 

0.20 Wall shear resistance in 
diagonal compression 

0.175 

Spectral value, for given PGA and 
fundamental period 

0.25 
  

 

Table 3.2 Parameters of fragility curves for RC buildings in the Thessaloniki study 

area 

Structural 
type 

Seismic 
code 

Height 
Yielding Ultimate 

Median (g) St. deviation Median (g) St. deviation 

Infilled 
frames 

19591 
L 0.25 0.41 0.74 0.26 
M 0.30 0.40 0.57 0.26 
H 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.41 

19842 
L 0.23 0.41 1.03 0.44 
M 0.32 0.41 0.96 0.26 
H 0.39 0.43 0.92 1.30 

Pilotis 

19593 
L 0.12 0.41 0.36 0.26 
M 0.12 0.41 0.29 0.26 
H 0.27 0.41 0.29 0.26 

19844 
L 0.11 0.41 0.50 0.44 
M 0.14 0.41 0.50 0.32 
H 0.31 0.41 0.66 0.45 

Dual 

19595 
L 0.12 0.49 0.18 0.69 
M 0.15 0.50 0.33 0.51 
H 0.21 0.45 0.24 0.37 

19846 
L 0.12 0.50 0.29 0.72 
M 0.15 0.50 0.34 0.39 
H 0.20 0.45 0.50 0.89 

EC87 
L 0.09 0.50 0.38 0.41 
M 0.13 0.50 0.41 0.40 
H 0.15 0.50 0.45 0.39 

SYNER-G class: 
1 
MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/X/LC; 

2 
MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-

X/D/R-RC/F-X/X/MC; 
3 
MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-P/ND/R-RC/F-X/X/LC; 

4 
MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-

P/D/R-RC/F-X/X/MC; 
5 
W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/X/LC; 

6 
W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-

RC/F-X/X/MC; 
7 
W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/X/HC 
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Fragility results are obtained separately for each member and storey. They account for 

mechanical interaction of the damage states between different elements in a mean sense. 

As the analysis is deterministic and based on mean properties, the demand on a member or 

failure mode is computed assuming that a damage state in another member or mode of 

force transfer has been reached, only if that state has taken place with a conditional-on-IM 

probability of at least 50%. The fragility curve of a member at the ultimate damage state is 

taken as the maximum among its possible ultimate conditions: of the plastic hinge in flexure 

or shear, and of the part outside the hinge in shear, i.e., as if there is perfect correlation 

between these failure modes. The probability that the building exceeds a damage state for a 

given value of PGA is taken as the highest among all members. Assuming a lognormal 

distribution, the parameters of the fragility curves are given in Table 3.2 together with the 

description of each class according to the SYNER-G taxonomy (Hancilar & Taucer 2013). 

The curves are plotted in Fig. 3.2 to Fig. 3.5 for the different building typologies. 
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Fig. 3.2 Fragility curves for low-rise (top), mid-rise (centre) and high-rise (bottom) RC 

frame buildings with masonry infills designed with the 1959 (left) or 1984 (right) 

seismic code 
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Fig. 3.3 Fragility curves for low-rise (top), mid-rise (centre) and high-rise (bottom) RC 

frame buildings with open ground storey designed with the 1959 (left) or 1984 (right) 

seismic code 
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Fig. 3.4 Fragility curves for low-rise (top), mid-rise (centre) and high-rise (bottom) RC 

dual buildings designed with the 1959 (left) or 1984 (right) seismic code 
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Fig. 3.5 Fragility curves for low-rise (top-left), mid-rise (top-right) and high-rise 

(bottom) RC dual buildings designed with Eurocode 8 

 

3.2 FRAGILITY CURVES FOR UNREINFORCED MASONRY BUILDINGS 

Based on the inventory of masonry buildings in the Thessaloniki study area, fragility curves 

are proposed for low-rise (two storeys) and mid-rise (four storeys) buildings with rigid or 

flexible floors. Three-dimensional analysis with finite element modelling and a nonlinear 

biaxial failure criterion is used to produce fragility curves for stone masonry buildings that 

consider both in-plane and out-of-plane response and failure modes. 

Prototype regular buildings are analysed. As shown in Fig. 3.6, their plan dimensions are 

22.0×22.0 m and they have two interior walls. The wall thickness is t = 0.6 m for two-storey 

buildings and t = 0.8 m for four-storey ones. The storey height is hst = 3.5 m. Both flexible 

(wood or steel beams) and rigid (concrete slab) floors are considered. 
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Fig. 3.6 Storey plan and façade of the prototype buildings 

Peak ground acceleration is adopted as intensity measure. The five damage grades of the 

European Macroseismic Scale (Grünthal, 1998) are used. The damage measure is a 

function of the percentage and the location of the surface area of the wall faces where failure 

of the masonry takes place according to a nonlinear biaxial failure criterion. In-plane and out-

of-plane failure is considered. The damage measure is associated to the five damage grades 

as follows: 

o Damage grade 1: no failure under biaxial stresses anywhere in the building, or at 
most minor cracking at very small areas at the top of the walls or at the corners of 
the openings. 

o Damage grade 2: failure under biaxial stresses at small areas at the top of the 
walls or at the corners of the building or of few openings. 

o Damage grade 3: failure under biaxial stresses at large areas at the top of the 
walls or at the corners of the building or over a large part of a single pier. 

o Damage grade 4: failure under biaxial stresses at larger areas at the top of the 
walls or at the corners of the building or over large parts of several piers in a 
single wall. 

o Damage grade 5: failure under biaxial stresses at more than 50% of the area of 
the walls or of a single wall. 

In the framework of SYNER-G two damage grades, namely yielding and ultimate, are 

considered for the application to the Thessaloniki study area. Yielding is associated to 

Damage Grade 3 and ultimate damage state to Damage Grade 5. 

Finite element models with shell elements are built for the prototype buildings. For the case 

of flexible floors, the wood beams are supported by the walls parallel to the internal ones, 

while the roof is supported by the four perimeter walls. The vertical loads from the floors and 

the roof are applied to the corresponding nodes of the walls. 

The compressive and tensile strength of masonry are taken in the analyses as fwc = 3.5 MPa 

and fwt = 0.085fwc ≈ 0.3 MPa, respectively. However, the results may be generalised to other 

values of masonry strength, because of the observation that damage depends on PGA/fwc. 

The modulus of elasticity of uncracked masonry is E = 1000fwc = 3.5 GPa, according to 
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Eurocode 6 (CEN, 2005a); it is reduced in the analysis by 50% to account for distributed 

minor cracking before failure, as in Eurocode 8 (CEN, 2004b). 

A nonlinear biaxial failure criterion based on the stresses at the two faces of the masonry 

wall (Karantoni et al., 1993) is used. The criterion is an extension of the four-parameter 

model by Ottosen (Ottosen, 1977) for the failure of concrete under triaxial stresses. The 

parameters were obtained from experimental data for brick masonry, adjusted to the 

isotropic behaviour of rubble masonry. 

Static analysis is performed with an inverted triangular distribution of lateral forces. The 

horizontal components of the seismic action in the two main directions, Ex and Ey along the 

axes x (: normal to the interior walls) and y (: parallel to them), are combined as “0.3Ex + Ey”. 

The value of PGA at which a damage grade is attained is the median value of the 

corresponding damage curve. For simplicity, the standard deviation is taken equal to 0.6, as 

commonly assumed in fragility studies. The parameters of the fragility curves for masonry 

buildings in the Thessaloniki study area a given in Table 3.3 together with the description of 

each class according to the SYNER-G taxonomy (Hancilar & Taucer 2013). The curves are 

plotted in Fig. 3.7. 

Table 3.3 Parameters of fragility curves for masonry buildings in the Thessaloniki 

study area 

 
 Median (g) Standard deviation 

 DG1 DG2 DG3 DG4 DG5 All damage grades 

Low-rise 
Flexible floors 1 0.02 0.12 0.24  0.40 0.60 0.6 

Rigid floors 2 0.02 0.24 0.50 - - 0.6 

Mid-rise 
Flexible floors 3 0.02 0.06 0.12 0.20 0.36 0.6 

Rigid floors 4 0.04 0.18 0.35 0.55 0.80 0.6 
SYNER-G class: 
1 
SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/F-T/P-Ti/L-2/NC; 

2 
SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/L-2/NC; 

3 
SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/F-T/P-Ti/M-4/NC; 

4 
SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/M-4/NC 
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Fig. 3.7 Fragility curves for low-rise (top) and mid-rise (bottom) masonry buildings 

with rigid (left) or flexible floors (right) in the Thessaloniki study area 

3.3 FRAGILITY CURVES FOR RC BRIDGES 

Previous studies on the seismic fragility of RC bridges in Europe refer mainly to modern 

structures and normally disregard shear failure of the piers. It was therefore decided to 

develop new fragility curves for the bridges in the Thessaloniki study area, based on the 

actual properties of each bridge and accounting for both flexural and shear failure modes. 

Fragility curves are constructed for 22 bridges, out of the 60 that are located in the study 

area, for which detailed construction drawings have been made available to AUTH by the 

competent highway and road authorities. The most appropriate among these fragility curves 

are assigned to the remaining bridges on the basis of their structural characteristics. 

The bridge types present in the Thessaloniki study area are listed in Table 3.4. For the 

purpose of developing fragility curves, bridges are classified based on: 

o number of spans: single- or multi-span bridges; 

o deck continuity: continuous deck or movement joints over one or more supports; 

o deck-pier connection: monolithic, bearings, combination; 

o transverse translation at the abutments: free or restrained; 

o year of construction; 

o pier type: single-column, wall, multi-column. 
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Table 3.4 Bridge types in the Thessaloniki study area 

Structural system Type 
Transverse 

translation at ends 
Construction 

year 
Pier Type 

 

Bearings, deck with expansion joints 

B01 free 1984 multi-column 

B02 free 1986 multi-column 

B05 free 1985 multi-column 

B09 free 1990 single-column 

B22 free 1991 multi-column 

 

Bearings, continuous deck 

B03 free 1991 wall 

B06 free 2002 multi-column 

B17 free 1992 wall 

B18 free 1992 wall 

 

Monolithic connection, continuous 
deck 

B04 restrained 2000 multi-column 

B19 free 2004 wall 

 

Monolithic connection and bearings, 
continuous deck 

B07 restrained 2003 single-column 

B08 restrained 2003 single-column 

B15 restrained 2002 single-column 

B20 free 1985 wall 

B21 free 1985 wall 

 

Single-span bridges on bearings 

B10 free 1976 - 
B11 free 1985 - 
B12 free 1990 - 
B13 free 1985 - 
B14 free 1987 - 
B16 free 1994 - 

Fragility curves are constructed for two damage states: yielding of the piers and ultimate 

condition of the piers and the bearings. PGA is selected as the intensity measure. Damage 

measures for the piers are the peak chord rotation at the ends where rotation is constrained 

and the peak shear force. The damage measure for bearings is the relative displacement 

between the deck and the top of the pier, which is checked against the eccentricity of vertical 

load that may cause rollover, and the shear deformation of the bearings. 

Geometry, reinforcement and material properties are taken from the design drawings. Deck 

types include solid slab, slab with voids, box girder and precast girders with concrete 

topping. The deck is either constrained or free to move in the transverse direction at the 

abutments. The piers are considered fixed at the base. Concrete classes range from C15/12 

to C35/40. The steel used in the piers is S500 and in some cases S400 for the horizontal 

reinforcement. In the seismic analysis the self-weight of the deck is considered together with 

20 kN/m for the sidewalks and 2 kN/m2 for deck surfacing. 

Inelastic or elastic seismic displacement and deformation demands are estimated by 5%-

damped elastic analysis, i.e., with the “equal displacement rule” (Bardakis & Fardis 2011, 

CEN 2005c). The secant-to-yield-point stiffness of the piers is used (Biskinis & Fardis 2010a, 

CEN 2005c), with mean material strengths fcm = fck + 8 MPa, fym = 1.15fyk. Following the 
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sequence of plastic hinge formation at pier ends, the shear forces are determined from the 

mean values of moment resistances. 

The “rigid deck model” of Eurocode 8 (CEN 2005b) is used in the longitudinal direction of all 

bridges and in the transverse one of those with free transverse translation at the abutments. 

It employs a single-degree-of-freedom system of the deck with the total mass of the deck 

plus the sum of masses in the upper half of all piers which are rigidly connected to the deck 

and the total stiffness of the individual supports. If the piers support the deck via bearings, 

the composite pier-bearing stiffness is used and the deck displacement is attributed to the 

pier and the bearing in proportion to their flexibilities. 

Modal response spectrum analysis is applied in the transverse direction of bridges with 

constrained transverse translation at the abutments, considering the deck mass as 

continuously distributed along its length and half of the mass of a pier as lumped at its top. In 

bridges with one, two or three piers, the piers are considered discretely at their exact 

locations. If the piers are more than three, their transverse (composite pier-bearing) stiffness 

is smeared along the deck and the deck is considered as on a continuous elastic lateral 

support. 

The seismic analyses give the median value of the damage measure of interest as a function 

of the intensity measure. The conditional on PGA probability of exceedance of each damage 

state is computed from the probability distributions of the damage measure demands 

(conditional on PGA) and of the corresponding capacities. The expected values of the yield 

and ultimate chord rotation and the shear resistance of the piers are established from 

expressions based on experimental data (Biskinis & Fardis 2010a, Biskinis & Fardis 2010b, 

Biskinis & Fardis 2012, Biskinis at al 2004), which, for rectangular sections at least, have 

been adopted in Part 3 of Eurocode 8 (CEN 2005c). 

Dispersions are calculated from the coefficients of variation listed in Table 3.5 and take into 

account model uncertainties of demand and capacities, and the dispersion of material 

properties about their best estimates. The values for the pier deformation demands for given 

excitation spectrum are based on (Bardakis & Fardis 2011); those for creep and shrinkage 

on the scatter associated with the models used (CEN 2004a) and the natural dispersion of 

the variables they use. The CoV of daily temperature derives from a standard deviation of 

10oC and the presumed yearly mean of 15oC. The CoVs of the RC pier capacities reflect the 

uncertainty in the models, including the scatter in material and geometric properties (Biskinis 

& Fardis 2010a, Biskinis & Fardis 2010b, Biskinis & Fardis 2012, Biskinis et al 2004). Those 

for the bearings come from the literature, alongside cyclic tests on elastomeric or lead rubber 

bearings tested at the Structures Lab at the University of Patras. The same sources give the 

mean G-modulus and shear deformation capacity used here for such bearings, namely 900 

kPa and 165%, respectively. 
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Table 3.5 Coefficients of variation for RC bridges 

Demand CoV Capacity CoV 

Spectral value, for given PGA and 
fundamental period 

0.25 Yield chord rotation - circular pier 0.32 

Shear force demand, for given spectral 
value at fundamental period 

0.15 
Yield chord rotation - rectangular or 
hollow pier 

0.29 

Displacement demand for given 
spectral value at fundamental period 

0.20 Ultimate chord rotation - circular pier 0.30 

Daily temperature 0.67 
Ultimate chord rotation - rectangular 
pier 

0.36 

Creep & shrinkage strains 0.60 Ultimate chord rotation - hollow pier 0.29 

 
 Shear resistance in diagonal tension 

- circular pier 
0.16 

  Shear resistance in diagonal tension 
- rectangular or hollow pier 

0.14 

  Shear resistance in web 
compression - rectangular or hollow 
pier 

0.18 

  Deformation capacity of bearings 0.30 

 

Fragility curves are constructed for each pier or bearing for seismic action separately in the 

transverse and the longitudinal direction of the bridge. As the analysis is deterministic, based 

on mean properties, the demand on a failure mode is computed on the basis of the 

deterministic state of the system at that value of PGA; e.g., a pier shear force is computed 

on the basis of the plastic hinging that has occurred with a conditional-on-PGA probability of 

at least 50%. The fragility curve of a component at a given damage state is taken as the 

worse of its possible conditions: among flexure or shear failure for the piers, or rollover and 

shear deformation for bearings, i.e., for perfect correlation of failure modes. The most 

adverse situation along the bridge is considered, wherever there is difference in the 

demands between piers or bearings: in the transverse direction of bridges with restrained 

transverse displacement at the ends due to deflection of the deck between the constraints at 

the abutments; in the longitudinal direction of bridges on bearings, due to the increase of 

thermal, creep and shrinkage displacements towards the abutments. The fragility curves for 

the whole bridge are conservatively determined from the most critical element, failure mode 

and direction at each PGA-value. A lognormal distribution is assumed and the median and 

standard deviation are computed. The parameters of the fragility curves for all bridges in the 

Thessaloniki study area are given in Table 3.6 together with the description of each bridge 

according to the SYNER-G taxonomy (Hancilar & Taucer 2013). The curves are plotted in 

Fig. 3.8 to Fig. 3.12 for the various structural types. 
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Table 3.6 Parameters of fragility curves for bridges in the Thessaloniki study area 

Type 
Yielding Ultimate 

Median (g) St. deviation Median (g) St. deviation 

B01 0.43 0.44 0.16 0.80 

B02 0.31 0.45 0.31 0.71 

B03 0.88 0.42 0.26 0.92 

B04 0.34 0.44 2.60 0.43 

B05 0.23 0.45 0.29 0.80 

B06 1.02 0.44 0.44 0.50 

B07 0.25 0.45 1.08 0.78 

B08 0.31 0.45 0.74 0.57 

B09 0.46 0.44 0.24 0.59 

B10 0.27 0.85 0.27 0.85 

B11 0.24 0.89 0.24 0.89 

B12 0.44 0.63 0.44 0.63 

B13 0.31 1.05 0.31 1.05 

B14 0.25 0.80 0.25 0.80 

B15 0.21 0.44 1.50 0.43 

B16 0.43 0.58 0.43 0.58 

B17 0.48 0.42 0.53 0.63 

B18 0.53 0.42 0.60 0.59 

B19 0.50 0.42 1.41 0.47 

B20 0.50 0.42 0.07 0.88 

B21 0.57 0.42 0.07 0.88 

B22 0.80 0.44 0.23 0.71 

SYNER-G class: 

B1: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/SSu/Is/McP-3/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/NSD 

B2: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/SSu/Is/McP-3/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 

B3: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/Co/Is/ScP-1/W-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 

B4: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/Co/NIs/McP-3/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/M/Straight/R/FT/HC 

B5: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/SSu/Is/McP-2/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/NSD 

B6: C-RC/GB-B-X/Co/Is/McP-4/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/HC 

B7: C-RC/GB-B-X/Co/Com/ScP-1/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/M/Straight/R/FT/HC 

B8: C-RC/GB-B-X/Co/Com/ScP-1/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/M/Straight/R/FT/HC 

B9: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/SSu/Is/ScP-1/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 

B10: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/Co/Is/X-X/X-X-X/Ssp-X/F/Straight/R/FT/NSD 

B11: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/Co/Is/X-X/X-X-X/Ssp-X/F/Straight/R/FT/NSD 

B12: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/Co/Is/X-X/X-X-X/Ssp-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 

B13: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/Co/Is/X-X/X-X-X/Ssp-X/F/Straight/R/FT/NSD 

B14: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/Co/Is/X-X/X-X-X/Ssp-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 

B15: C-RC/GB-B-X/Co/Com/ScP-1/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/M/Straight/R/FT/HC 

B16: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/Co/Is/X-X/X-X-X/Ssp-X/F/Straight/R/FT/HC 

B17: C-RC/GB-B-X/Co/Is/ScP-1/W-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 

B18: C-RC/GB-B-X/Co/Is/ScP-1/W-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 

B19: C-RC/GB-Sv-X/Co/NIs/ScP-1/W-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/HC 

B20: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/Co/Com/McP-2/W-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/NSD 

B21: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/Co/Com/McP-2/W-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/NSD 

B22: C-RC/GB-Pbc-X/SSu/Is/McP-3/Cy-So-X/Ms-X/F/Straight/R/FT/LC 
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B22 

Fig. 3.8 Fragility curves for multi-span bridges in the Thessaloniki study area: deck 

supported on bearings, intermediate joints 
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Fig. 3.9 Fragility curves for multi-span bridges in the Thessaloniki study area: 

continuous deck supported on bearings 
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Fig. 3.10 Fragility curves for multi-span bridges in the Thessaloniki study area: 

monolithic deck-pier connection 
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Fig. 3.11 Fragility curves for multi-span bridges in the Thessaloniki study area: 

combination of monolithic deck-pier connection and support on bearings 
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Fig. 3.12 Fragility curves for single-span bridges in the Thessaloniki study area 
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4 Electric power network (EPN) 

4.1 SYSTEMIC VULNERABILITY METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE 

IMPLEMENTATION  

A modern Electric Power Network (EPN) is a complex interconnected system that can be 

subdivided into four major parts (D5.2, Pinto et al. 2011): 

o Generation 

o Transformation 

o Transmission and Distribution 

o Loads 

The electric power networks components (that can be considered vulnerable or not) can be 

grouped on the base of five different vulnerability analysis scales of the network: 

o Network 

o Station 

o Distribution system 

o Substations’ components (macro- and micro-components) 

o Line 

In Thessaloniki, the analysis of the EPN is performed at the “station level” since no detailed 

information regarding the substations’ components and the EPN lines are available. 

4.1.1 Systemic vulnerability methodology 

As for most of the systems, the analysis of an EPN in a seismically active environment can 

be carried out at two different levels. The first basic one focuses on connectivity only and 

can lead to a binary statement on whether any given node is connected with another node, 

specifically a source node, through the network (connectivity model). The other approach is 

power flow analysis which follows the analysis of short-circuit propagation (capacity model). 

This is the modelling approach adopted within the SYNER-G general methodology, where 

the full internal logic of substations is modelled, to account for partial functioning (continued 

service with reduced power flow) (D5.2, Pinto et al. 2011). 

The analysis performed in this application is based on connectivity only. Power flow analysis 

could not be applied, since detailed data about the substations layout and their micro- and 

macro-components are not available. The set of subsystems connecting (1) generator (non-

vulnerable) to transmission substations (vulnerable), (2) transmission substations to 

distribution substations (assumed non-vulnerable in this application), and (3) distribution 

substations and demand nodes, are analysed separately, in order to retrieve their 

functionality (isolated/non-isolated state) of each demand node. Each node is removed from 

the system when non-functional. In particular, the functionality of transmission substations is 

based on their physical damages (non-functional with damages ≥ moderate) and to their 

connectivity to the generator. When vulnerable, the functionality of distribution substations is 
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based on their physical damages (non-functional with damages ≥ moderate) and to their 

connectivity to functional distribution substations. In this case study, distribution substations 

are not input, and thus transmission substations are directly connected to demand nodes. 

The considered PI is the Electric power Connectivity Loss – ECL, described in equation 4.1 

for a given seismic event i. 

 

ECLi = 1 -  Ns
i / N0                                                    (4.1) 

where Ns
i and N0 are the number of connected nodes, in seismic and non-seismic conditions 

respectively. 

Here, transmission substations, which are considered as vulnerable are connected with non-

vulnerable transmission lines. A non-vulnerable transmission/transformation station (over-

high voltage, 400-150 kV) is considered as generator connected to the transmission/ 

transformation stations (high voltage, 150kV-20kV). Demand nodes (non-vulnerable) are 

located at the centroid of each sub-city district (SCD). The interaction with the WSS is 

simulated through the connection of WSS pumping stations with the reference EPN load bus 

(here substation), as an approximation of a analysing the whole EPN distribution system.  

For the vulnerability analysis of the electric power transmission stations, the fragility curves 

proposed in SRM-LIFE (2003-2007) research project are used. The fragility curves for 

transmission substations are classified in 3 classes (open, mixed and closed-type). 

4.1.2 Software implementation  

The electric power network is made up of nodes and edges/lines connecting them. As a 

consequence, the EPN class is the composition of EPNedge and EPNnode classes, that are 

both abstract. In this connectivity analysis, the first one is the generalization of EPN Line 

(non-vulnerable), while the second one is the generalization of Generator (non-vulnerable), 

Transmission substations (vulnerable), distribution Substations (vulnerable) and EPN 

Demand nodes (non-vulnerable). 

The following is the list of properties and methods of the EPN class and subclasses, with the 

names following the naming convention adopted for variables in developing the prototype 

software, whereby multi-word names have no blank spaces in between words and the latter 

are separated by capitalizing the initial letter of each word. The list is: 

Properties: (EPN) parent, line, demand, generator, substation, transmission, nGenerators, 

nTransmissions, nSubstations, nDemands, nodeSubType, nodeDepth, edgeLength, 

edgeDepth, ULweight, ONLYCONN, nodesPointers, edgesPointers, edges, nNodes, 

nEdges, adjacencyMatrix, incidenceMatrix, incidenceList, deadEnds, articPTS, bridges, 

nodePosition, nodeAltitude, nodeVs30, nodeSiteClass, nodeType, nodeIsVulnerable, 

nodeIMType, edgeCentroidPosition, edgeType, edgeIsVulnerable, edgeIMType, edgeVs30, 

edgeSiteClass, edgeDepth2GW, edgeLiqSusClass, edgeLandSusClass, edgeYieldAcc, 

vulnSites, MAF, states; (EPNNode) parent, position, altitude, type, Vs30, siteClass, 

isVulnerable, IMType, IDnode, states ; (EPNEdge) parent, connectivity, centroid, L, Vs30, 

isVulnerable, IMType, material, siteClass, states; (Generator) refCells, parent, position, 

altitude, type, Vs30, siteClass, isVulnerable, IMType, IDnode, states; (Trasmission) refCells, 

subType, parent, position, altitude, type, Vs30, siteClass, isVulnerable, IMType, IDnode, 

states, (Substation) refCells, parent, position, altitude, type, Vs30, siteClass, isVulnerable, 
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IMType, IDnode, states; (DemandNodeEPN) refCells; (Line) refCells, parent, position, 

altitude, type, Vs30, siteClass, isVulnerable, IMType, IDnode, states. 

Methods: analyzeEPN_ONLYCONN (EPN) ElectricPowerNetwork, anySDFS, 

buildSmAdjMatrix, buildSymIncList,  checkStates, computePerformanceIndicator, 

connectedNodes, detectArticulationPoints,  detectBridges, edges2Adjacency, 

edges2IncidenceList, edges2IncidenceMatrix,  exportKMZ, exportSHP, findDeadEnds, 

isConnected, minPath,  plotEPN plotEPNElements, plotEPNShakefield, plotPIs, 

plotStateNetwork,  retrieveLandSusEdges, retrieveLandSusNodes, retrieveLiqSusEdges,  

retrieveLiqSusNodes,  retrieveSiteClassEdges, retrieveSiteClassNodes, retrieveVs30edges,  

retrieveVs30nodes,  retrieveYieldAccEdges, retrieveYieldAccNodes, saveResults, 

saveStateNetwork, subNetwork, updatePureConnectivity; (EPNNode) EPNNode; 

(EPNEdge) EPNEdge;   (Generator) Generator; (Trasmission) Transmission, 

ranDamageState, IsEPNtransmissionDamaged; (Substation) Substation, ubDamageState, 

IsEPNsubstationDamaged; (DemandNodeEPN) DemandNodeEPN; (Line) Line. 

4.2 THE CASE STUDY: THESSALONIKI’S EPN 

4.2.1 General description 

The municipality of Thessaloniki is supplied by eight high voltage substations (150kV/20kV). 

Medium voltage lines (20 kV) give power to medium-voltage customers and distribution 

substations (about 1,500). Moreover, an over-high voltage substation connects the 400 kV 

grid with the 150 kV grid. 

Transmission lines (about 120 in number) are in their majority underground, with a total 

length of 600 Km (80 Km overhead lines).  

Distribution stations’ power ranges between 630 KVA and 1630 KVA. They give power to 

low-voltage customers, through an extremely extensive grid; underground at high-density 

load areas and overhead at low-density load areas. 

Fig. 4.1 illustrates a part of the electric power transmission grid of Greece and the study 

region.  
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Fig. 4.1  Electric power transmission grid (400-150 KV) of Greece and study region 

4.2.2 System topology and characteristics 

The EPN is modelled as a directed graph. The electric power network for the case study is 

composed of 30 nodes and 29 edges (Fig. 4.2) (one transmission at the N-NE part of the city 

is not shown for schematic reasons). The nodes are sub-divided into 1 generator (the 

transformation substation that switches the voltage from 400 to 150 kV), 8 

transmission/transformation substations (150/20 KV) and 21 demand nodes (the locations of 

the WSS pumping stations). Only transmission substations are the vulnerable components. 

Fragility models for them are expressed in terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA). The 

fragility models for transmission substations are classified in three classes as it is described 

in section 4.1.1. 

Edges are non-vulnerable transmission lines (underground and overhead) connecting the 

generator with the transmission substations and the transmission substations with the 

demand points. Their exact location is not known, thus an approximation is used in the 

analysis. For the socio-economic analysis, the power supply to the SCDs is considered to be 

provided by the closest transmission substation (extreme case scenario where no 

redundancy is taken into account for the EPN supply system). 
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Fig. 4.2 Electric power network topology. 

4.2.3 Description of the input 

Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 show a part of the input for the electric power network of Thessaloniki 

case study contained in the sheet epn. The first two cells in the first row in Fig. 4.3 specify 

the number of edges (sides) and of nodes. It should be noted that the user has to input only 

one (directed) edge per couple of nodes. The UL weight field contains weights to estimate 

the total Utility loss for each cell (UL), used in the socio-economic analysis for the estimation 

of shelter needs and health impacts. The UL weights for utility networks must sum up to 1. 

The next rows, after the nodes keyword, specify in a standardized way (similar for all 

network/linelike systems) the nodes of the system. In particular the information to be 

provided for each node is in the order: localization, site properties, functional and related to 

seismic damageability. Localization is given in terms of latitude and longitude in degrees and 

altitude above sea level in metres. The site properties fields are empty as this information is 

given through the geotechnical map (GIS shapefile).  

Functional information for the node of an EPN is the type of node (generator, transmission or 

demand) and the subtype of substations (generator or transmission). The next columns 

specify whether the node is vulnerable, and in this, which is the IM(s) of the corresponding 

fragility model (e.g. PGA for transmission substations).  

The next part of the sheet, whose first rows are shown in Fig. 4.4, after the sides keyword, 

specifies in a standardized way (similar for all network/line-like systems) the sides/edges of 

the system. In particular, the first two columns specify the edge connectivity (start and end 

nodes). The site properties are specified in terms of Vs30 (m/s) / Nspt. The fields that are left 

empty are read from corresponding GIS shapefiles. Functional information includes the edge 
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typology (indicating the type of the line; overhead or underground), the voltage of the line (it 

is set to 0 for lines with transformer), and voltage ratio [V(start bus) / V(end bus)]. As for the 

nodes, two columns specify whether the edge is vulnerable, and in this case, which is the 

IM(s) for the corresponding fragility model. 

 

# sides # nodes UL weight want connectivity?
29 30 0,7 → the UL weights for utility networks must sum up to 1yes

nodes

lat (°) long (°) z (m) Vs30 (m/s) Type Subtype Vulnerable IMtypes site class
40,6928797 22,932158 0 generator open-type no none -

40,6420858 22,941275 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,6635769 22,948364 0 transmission mixed-type yes pga -

40,6710851 22,902382 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,6076542 22,965163 0 transmission closed-type yes pga -

40,5929013 22,977368 0 transmission closed-type yes pga -

40,6260948 22,968705 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,6964319 22,823147 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,4534078 23,009298 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,6531118 22,898957 0 demand no none -

40,6422512 22,913531 0 demand no none -

40,6395457 22,94795 0 demand no none -

40,5973895 22,977851 0 demand no none -

40,6357966 22,958659 0 demand no none -

40,6421922 22,955993 0 demand no none -

40,687372 22,86563 0 demand no none -

40,6542886 22,948257 0 demand no none -

40,6473202 22,940685 0 demand no none -

40,6484286 22,95385 0 demand no none -

40,6451485 22,940027 0 demand no none -

40,61958 22,97867 0 demand no none -

40,5996431 22,995763 0 demand no none -

40,6549432 22,957099 0 demand no none -

40,5781009 22,958614 0 demand no none -

40,665674 22,93246 0 demand no none -

localization and soil information functional information

 

Fig. 4.3 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki EPN nodes (only first rows) 

sides

start bus  end bus Vs30 (m/s) / Nspt Type Voltage (kV) Voltage ratio Vulnerable IMtypes

1 2 underground no -

1 3 overhead no -

1 4 overhead no -
1 5 underground no -

1 6 overhead no -
1 7 overhead no -

1 8 overhead no -
1 9 overhead no -

4 10 overhead no -

2 11 overhead no -

2 12 overhead no -

6 13 overhead no -

7 14 overhead no -

2 15 overhead no -

8 16 overhead no -
3 17 overhead no -

2 18 overhead no -
2 19 overhead no -

2 20 overhead no -
7 21 overhead no -

6 22 overhead no -
3 23 overhead no -

6 24 overhead no -

3 25 overhead no -  

Fig. 4.4 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki EPN edges (only first rows) 
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4.3 RESULTS 

The analysis results as obtained from a plain MCS of 10,000 runs are presented in the 

following figures. The chosen number of runs showed to yield stable estimates for the 

considered PI (Electric power Connectivity Loss - ECL). Fig. 4.5 shows the moving average 

(mean) curve for ECL as well as the mean+stdv and mean-stdv curves. The jumps present 

in the plots are located in correspondence of simulation runs/samples in which at least one 

demand node is disconnected, leading ECL to yield values greater than 0. At the end of the 

analysis (10,000 runs) the moving average is stabilized. Fig. 4.6 shows the MAF of 

exceedance for ECL. The ECL with mean return period Tm=500 years (λ=0.002) is 24% and 

the expected damages for the scenario with the maximum magnitude corresponding to the 

specific return period of ECL (out of the 10,000) are shown in Fig. 4.8. Functional and non-

functional components (based on physical damages for transmission substations and on the 

connectivity analysis for demand nodes) for the event #6415 are mostly concentrated to the 

N-NE past of the city for the specific event.   

Fig. 4.7 shows the level of correlation between the ECL and non-functional transmission 

substations. In this way the most critical components of the network can be defined in 

relation with their contribution to the connectivity loss of the network. The majority of 

substations present high levels of correlation near or over 35%. This can be mostly attributed 

to the low level of redundancy of the network in combination to the substations vulnerability 

and distribution of PGA in average over all runs of the simulation.  

Fig. 4.9 shows the distribution of expected damages for a specific event (#3566, M=6.0, 

R=12km, N-NW of the city). The non-functional transmission substations and demand nodes 

are located to the N-NW part of the city, which is closest to the earthquake epicenter. All 

system components situated at the city center and the S-SE part of the city are functional for 

the specific event. The overall loss of connectivity for this scenario is about 38%.  

In Fig. 4.10, the electric power network average losses for an earthquake with M=6.5, 

R=25km (100 runs) are presented. Levels of failure risk are classified in three categories for 

each component (low-medium-high), with highest levels of risk ranging between 20-27% for 

demand nodes and transmission substations respectively. For the specific simulation, low 

level risk components are located at the center of the city. On the other hand, there is an 

accumulation of medium and high level risk components on the N-NW and S-SE parts of the 

city respectively. 
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Fig. 4.5 Moving average µ, µ+σ, µ-σ curves for ECL 
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Fig. 4.6 MAF curve for electric power network connectivity loss (ECL) 
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Fig. 4.7 Correlation of non-functional transmission substations to electric power 

network connectivity loss. 

 

Fig. 4.8  Electric power network damages for an event (#6415 M=7.4, R=40km) that 

corresponds to ECL with Tm=500 years 
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Fig. 4.9 Electric power network damages for a specific event (#3566, M=6.0, R=12km) 

 

Fig. 4.10 Electric power network average losses for an earthquake simulation with 

M=6.5, R=25km (100 runs) 
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5 Water supply system (WWS) 

5.1 SYSTEMIC VULNERABILITY METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE 

IMPLEMENTATION  

The vulnerability assessment of water supply network can be measured generally in four 

levels (D2.5, Kakderi et al. 2011): 

o Level I (Vulnerability Analysis) 

o Level II (Connectivity Analysis) 

o Level III (Flow Analysis)  

o Level IV (Serviceability Analysis) 

Within the seismic vulnerability analysis of a water system, water sources, water treatment 

plants, pumping stations, water storage tanks, canals, pipelines and tunnels are considered 

vulnerable components. 

In Thessaloniki, the analysis of the WSS is performed at the Level II (connectivity analysis). 

5.1.1 Systemic vulnerability methodology 

Water system is a network that can be modeled as a graph composed by the set of nodes 

connected by edge links with each other. The way these connections are formed dictates 

how the vulnerability of each element influences the vulnerability of the network as a whole. 

In the seismic vulnerability assessment the general aim of a connectivity analysis is to 

determine if a demand node is accessible from at least one supply node after the occurrence 

of a seismic event. It is important to note that if only the distribution part of the network is of 

concern, node functionality changes. In particular considering only the distribution network, 

storage tanks become source nodes. Within the implemented software, the analysis is 

focused on the Infrastructure at the urban/regional scale and, hence, only the transmission 

system is modeled in the water supply network vulnerability analysis. For this reason, water 

sources (WSS01 components), eventually served by pumping stations and storage tanks are 

considered as constant head source nodes. 

In flow analysis the functioning of a WSS is described analytically by a set of nonlinear 

equations. The set holds in so-called stationary conditions, i.e. it assumes constant end-user 

demands. This is a simplification, which is valid as long as the boundary conditions vary 

smoothly with time (quasi-stationary conditions). In seismic conditions this is not the case but 

the abrupt variation due to ruptures and leakages is soon replaced by a new stationary state. 

Solution of the above set of equations by a numerical algorithm allows verification of the 

serviceability levels in each end-user node. 

The analysis performed in the present application is based only on connectivity. The system 

connecting tanks to demand nodes is analysed, in order to retrieve the functionality 

(isolated/non-isolated state) of each demand node. The considered PI is the Water 

Connectivity Loss, described in equation 5.1 for a given event i. 

WCLi = 1 - Ns
i / N0       (5.1) 
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where Ns
i and N0 are the number of connected nodes, in seismic and non-seismic conditions 

respectively. 

Here, demand nodes of the system are connected with edges (pipelines). The system's 

water sources comprise storage tanks and pumping stations. The only vulnerable elements 

of the system are the pipelines. For the vulnerability analysis of water pipelines, the fragility 

functions of ALA (2001) are used. The interaction with the EPN is simulated through the 

connection of WSS pumping stations with its specific reference EPN demand node.  

5.1.2 Software implementation  

The water supply system is made up of nodes and links connecting them. As a 

consequence, the WSS class is the composition of WSSnode and WSSlink abstract classes, 

of which the first is the generalization of the Pipe class, while the second is the 

generalization of the DemandNode, WaterSource and PumpingStation classes. In particular, 

the WaterSource abstract class is the generalization of the VariableHeadWaterSource and 

ConstantHeadWaterSource classes. An important interdependence considered within 

SYNER-G is between the WSS and EPN, in particular about the electric power supply to the 

pumping stations. If a pump serving a source node is not fed by the reference EPN node 

with power, then the pump itself is considered out of service and the relative WSS node 

removed from the system for the connectivity analysis.  

The list of properties of the WSS class are given in detail in D5.4, (Argyroudis et al. 2011).  

The following is the list of properties and methods of the WSS class and subclasses, with the 

names following the naming convention adopted for variables in developing the prototype 

software, whereby multi-word names have no blank spaces in between words and the latter 

are separated by capitalizing the initial letter of each word. The list is: 

Properties: (WSS) parent, pipe, demand, source, pump, edgeDiameterNumber, 

nodeMinimalHead, nodeDepth, refEPNnode, edgeLength, edgeDiameter, edgeMaterial, 

edgeRoughness, edgeDepth, sourceHead, endUserDemand, interdependentEPN, 

hydricEquipment, belong2City, nodesCity, ULweight, ONLYCONN, nodesPointers, 

edgesPointers, edges, nNodes, nEdges, adjacencyMatrix, incidenceMatrix, incidenceList, 

deadEnds, articPTS, bridges, nodePosition, nodeAltitude, nodeVs30, nodeSiteClass, 

nodeType, nodeIsVulnerable, nodeIMType, edgeCentroidPosition, edgeType, 

edgeIsVulnerable, edgeIMType, edgeVs30, edgeSiteClass, edgeDepth2GW, 

edgeLiqSusClass, edgeLandSusClass, edgeYieldAcc, vulnSites, MAF, states; (WSSNode) 

parent, position, altitude, type, Vs30, isVulnerable, IMType, states; (WSSedge) parent, 

connectivity, centroid, L, Vs30, isVulnerable, IMType, material, siteClass, depth2GW, 

liqSusClass, landSusClass, yieldAcc, states; (ConstantHeadWaterSource) refEPNStation, 

head, parent, position, altitude, type, Vs30, isVulnerable, IMType, states; (PumpingStation) 

refSource, refEPNStation, parent, position, altitude, type, Vs30, isVulnerable, IMType, 

states; (DemandNode) minimalHead, refCells, parent, position, altitude, type, Vs30, 

isVulnerable, IMType, states; (Pipe) depth, D, roughness, parent, connectivity, centroid, L, 

Vs30, isVulnerable, IMType, material, siteClass, depth2GW, liqSusClass, landSusClass, 

yieldAcc, states. 

Methods: analyzeWSS_ONLYCONN, (WSS)  WaterSupplySystem, anySDFS,  

buildSymAdjMatrix, buildSymIncList, checkStates, computeCovMean, computeCovMeanIS, 

computeCovMeanPerCity, computeCovMeanPerCityIS, computeDemand,   computeFlow, 

computePerformanceIndicator, computePerformanceIndicatorPerCity, connectedNodes, 
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detectArticulationPoints, detectBridges, discretizeEdges, draw3DWSS, drawNetworkAndSE, 

edges2Adjacency, edges2IncidenceList, edges2IncidenceMatrix, exportKMZ, exportSHP,  

findDeadEnds, getListOfLists, isConnected, minPath, plotPIs, plotPhysicaldamage, 

plotResults, plotStateNetwork, plotWSS, plotWSSElements, plotWSSShakefield, 

retrieveLandSusEdges, retrieveLandSusNodes, retrieveLiqSusEdges, retrieveLiqSusNodes,  

retrieveSiteClassEdges, retrieveSiteClassNodes, retrieveVs30edges,  retrieveVs30nodes,  

retrieveYieldAccEdges, retrieveYieldAccNodes, saveResults, saveStateNetwork,  

setWSSnodesPerCity, subNetwork, updateConnectivity; (WSSNode) WSSnode; (WSSedge) 

WSSedge; (ConstantHeadWaterSource) ConstantHeadWaterSource; (PumpingStation) 

PumpingStation; (DemandNode) DemandNode; (Pipe) Pipe, computeLeakageArea, 

isBreakAndLeaksNumber, plotStatePipe. 

5.2 THE CASE STUDY: THESSALONIKI’S WSS 

5.2.1 General description 

The city of Thessaloniki is supplied from various water sources (springs, wells, rivers). From 

the external aqueducts, the water is led to the main tanks and pumping stations. The 

treatment of raw water is confined only to its chlorination before the entrance to the 

distribution network. Water treatment units are placed at certain pumping stations, 

sedimentation tanks and wells. 

The water supply system of the municipality of Thessaloniki includes 20 tanks with total 

capacity of 91,900m3. There is also a sedimentation tank of 8,000m3 capacity and a fire-

fighting tank with total capacity of 2,100m3. The largest tank has a capacity of 10,000m3. 

Steel pipelines with a total length of 71Km comprise the main water transmission system. 

The distribution network has a 1,284.1Km approximate length and a supply capacity ranging 

between 240,000 - 280,000m3/day.  

The supplied customers are approximately 420,000 and the total supplied population about 

1,000,000, 99% of which are domestic users. The supplied area is 55Km2. The elevation is 

ranging between 0-380m, and the water pressure between 2-5 bars. There are few areas in 

the municipality with independent water systems, supplied from local sources.  

5.2.2 System topology and characteristics 

Due to the complexity and oldness of the system, along with the fact that in some regions 

the detailed topology of the system is not perfectly known, a simplified (yet realistic) model 

for Thessaloniki’s WSS is used for the analysis. The WSS for the case study is comprised of 

477 nodes and 601 edges with at total length of about 280 km (Fig. 5.1). The nodes are 

subdivided in demand nodes, pumping stations (costtankpump) and tanks (costtank); the 

latter considered as water sources for the system. The simulated network includes 437 

demand nodes, 21 pumping stations and 11 tanks. 

The WSS is modelled as a directed graph. Edges, that are the only vulnerable components 

in the network, include only pipelines. Fragility models are expressed in terms of peak 

ground velocity (PGV) and permanent ground displacement (PGD). Pipelines have 24 

different diameter values (ranging between 500-3,000mm); their construction materials 

include asbestos cement, cast iron, PVC and welded steel.  
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Fig. 5.1 Water supply system topology 

5.2.3 Description of the input 

Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 show a small part of the input for the water supply system of 

Thessaloniki contained in the sheet wss. The first line in Fig. 5.2 specifies the number of 

edges (sides) and of nodes, 601 and 477, respectively, together with the number of different 

pipe diameters, the water daily equipment per capita, employed by the inhabitedArea class 

to automatically determine and assemble in demand nodes a water demand proportional to 

the population. The want discretization ? and following fields contain values used to (if the 

former parameter is assigned a “yes” value) discretize pipes specified between distant nodes 

into a number of smaller pipes to improve the description of the vulnerability (each pipe-

section is considered as a separate vulnerable element, with the IM evaluated at the section 

centroid). 

The next rows, after the nodes keyword, specify in a standardized way (similar for all 

network/linelike systems) the nodes of the system. In particular the information to be 

provided for each node is in the order: localization, site properties, functional and related to 

seismic damageability. Localization is given in terms of latitude and longitude in degrees and 

altitude above sea level in metres. The site properties fields are empty as this information is 

given through the geotechnical map (GIS shapefile). 
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Functional information for the node of a WSS is the type of node (either a demand node, 

costtankpump or costtank), as well as the water head, the demand flow Q, the height of 

buildings and the depth which are required when a flow analysis is performed. The 

interaction with the EPN is simulated through the connection of WSS pumping stations with 

the reference EPN load bus. The next columns specify whether the node is vulnerable, and 

in this case, which is the IM(s) of the corresponding fragility model.  

The next part of the sheet, whose first rows are shown in Fig. 5.3, after the sides keyword, 

specifies in a standardized way (similar for all network/line-like systems) the sides/edges of 

the system. In particular, the first two columns specify the edge connectivity (start and end 

nodes). The site properties are specified in terms of Vs30, site class, depth to groundwater 

in feet, liquefaction and landslides susceptibility class, yield acceleration. The fields that are 

left empty are read from corresponding GIS shapefiles. Functional information includes the 

type (here only pipes), the diameter (mm), the material, the depth (m) and the γ of Bazin 

(m1/2). As for the nodes, two columns specify whether the edge is vulnerable, and in case it 

is, which is the IM(s) for the corresponding fragility model (here PGV and PGD). 

 

# sides # nodes # diameters water daily equipment (l/inhab•d) want discretization? want connectivity? max pipe length (km)
601 477 24 275 no yes 8

nodes

lat (°) long (°) z (m) Vs30 (m/s) Type H (m) Q (l/s) h_bldg (m) depth (m) ref EPN bus

40,65311 22,89896 20 0 costtankpump 60 0 7 1,5 4

40,64322 22,91075 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,64225 22,91353 20 0 costtankpump 60 0 10 1,5 2

40,64125 22,91705 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,64062 22,91933 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,65242 22,91181 20 0 demand 0 0 16 1,5 -

40,65101 22,91279 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,64812 22,91886 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,65087 22,93621 40 0 demand 0 0 13 1,5 -

40,64361 22,93517 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,6424 22,931 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,63708 22,94191 20 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,63209 22,9515 20 0 demand 0 0 22 1,5 -

40,64726 22,93511 40 0 demand 0 0 13 1,5 -

40,6436 22,93719 40 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,64058 22,93519 20 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,64038 22,93737 20 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,6405 22,94032 20 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,6407 22,94399 40 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,64023 22,94454 40 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,63955 22,94795 39 0 costtankpump 60 0 10 1,5 2

40,64478 22,93772 40 0 demand 0 0 13 1,5 -

40,6481 22,93672 40 0 demand 0 0 13 1,5 -

40,64839 22,93521 40 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,63928 22,93108 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,63636 22,93637 20 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,63524 22,93509 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,63463 22,93954 20 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,63592 22,94081 20 0 demand 0 0 19 1,5 -

40,63338 22,9382 20 0 demand 0 0 10 1,5 -

40,6298 22,94394 20 0 demand 0 0 16 1,5 -

40,62942 22,95342 20 0 demand 0 0 16 1,5 -

localization and soil information functional information

 

Fig. 5.2 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki WSS nodes (only first rows) 
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sides

start node end node Vs30 (m/s) / Nspt Type diameter (mm) material depth (m) γ of Bazin (?m) Vulnerable IMtypes site class depth2GW (ft) LiquefactionSusClass

1 2 0 pipe 3000 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

2 3 0 pipe 2200 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

3 4 0 pipe 1900 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

4 5 0 pipe 1900 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

5 25 0 pipe 1900 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

6 7 0 pipe 200 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

7 8 0 pipe 200 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

8 11 0 pipe 250 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

102 9 0 pipe 150 pvc 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

14 10 0 pipe 150 asbestosCement 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

10 440 0 pipe 150 asbestosCement 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

25 16 0 pipe 500 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

439 16 0 pipe 250 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

16 12 0 pipe 300 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

475 13 0 pipe 700 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

13 229 0 pipe 700 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

16 15 0 pipe 500 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

476 17 0 pipe 800 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

17 18 0 pipe 700 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

18 157 0 pipe 150 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

18 19 0 pipe 700 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

20 37 0 pipe 300 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

37 238 0 pipe 200 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

43 84 0 pipe 200 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

21 96 0 pipe 300 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

21 20 0 pipe 300 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

113 157 0 pipe 600 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

22 15 0 pipe 500 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

83 140 0 pipe 300 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

111 23 0 pipe 600 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

248 118 0 pipe 350 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

23 24 0 pipe 600 castIron 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5

24 119 0 pipe 450 asbestosCement 1,5 0,23 yes pgv,pgd - 5  

Fig. 5.3 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki WSS edges (only first rows) 

5.3 RESULTS 

The analysis results as obtained from a plain MCS of 10,000 runs are presented in the 

following figures. The chosen number of runs showed to yield stable estimates for the 

considered PI (Water Connectivity Loss). Fig. 5.4 shows the moving average (mean) curve 

for WCL as well as the mean+stdv and mean-stdv curves. The jumps present in the plots are 

located in correspondence of simulation runs/samples in which at least one node is 

disconnected, leading WCL to yield values greater than 0. At the end of the analysis (10,000 

runs) the moving average is stabilized. 

Fig. 5.5 shows the MAF of exceedance for WCL. In the same figure, the estimated MAF of 

exceedance curve for WCL when the interaction with electric power network is not 

considered in the analysis is compared. The interaction can be important; as an example the 

connectivity loss is increased from 1% to 1.8% for λ=0.001 (Tm= 1000 years) when the 

connections of water pumping stations to EPN are included in the analysis. 

 

Fig. 5.4 Moving average µ, µ+σ, µ-σ curves for WCL 
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Fig. 5.5 MAF curve for water connectivity loss (WCL) with and without interaction with 

electric power netwrok (EPN) 

Fig. 5.6 shows the level of correlation between the WCL and damages in pipelines as well as 

the non-functional EPN substations supplying the water pumping stations. The most 

correlated pipelines are concentrated along the coast where the liquefaction susceptibility is 

high and therefore damages due to permanent ground displacement are expected. 

Interestingly, an higher level of correlation is estimated for the EPN transmission 

substations. The highest value of 80 % is attributed to component in the south east part of 

the city, where several pumping stations (connected to EPN) are located. 

Fig. 5.7 shows the expected distribution of damages for the event with the highest 

magnitude that corresponds to connectivity loss (WCL=1.4%) with mean return period 

Tm=500 years (0.002 probability of exceedance). Only few broken pipes are observed, while 

the majority of non-functional pumping stations and not-connected demand nodes are 

accumulated at the S-SE part of the city due to the higher PGA values in the area.  

Fig. 5.8 shows an example of damage distribution for an event with M=6.0 in R=12km in 

terms of broken pipes (2.1% of the total length), not functional pumping stations and not 

connected demand nodes. The estimated loss of connectiveity is 1.2% for this event. The 

damages are concentrated in the north-west part of the study area due to the proximity to 

the epicenter of this specific earthquake. 

In Fig.5.9, the water supply system average losses for an earthquake simulation with M=6.5, 

R=25km (100 runs) are presented. Levels of failure risk are classified in three categories for 

each component (low-medium-high), with highest levels of risk ranging between 20-21% for 

pumping stations and demand nodes respectively and reaching 5% for pipelines.  
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Fig. 5.6 Correlation of damaged pipes and non-functional EPN transmission stations 

to water network connectivity 

  

Fig. 5.7 Water supply system damages for an event (#2379, M=7.4, R=72km) that 

corresponds to WCL with Tm=500 years 
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Fig. 5.8 Water supply system damages for a specific event (#3566, M=6.0, R=12km) 
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Fig. 5.9 Water supply system average losses for an earthquake simulation with M=6.5, 

R=25km (100 runs) 
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6 Buildings (BDG) 

6.1 SYSTEMIC VULNERABILITY METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE 

IMPLEMENTATION  

6.1.1 Systemic vulnerability methodology 

Within the object-oriented framework developed in SYNER-G (Franchin et al., 2011), each 

system is described as a class containing objects (i.e. instances) with similar features such 

as attributes and methods. Building related attributes and methodologies are part of the cell 

and region classes. Building cells are defined with a list of attributes (Gehl et al. 2011). Parts 

of them are initial parameters, which come from databases, and the other ones are derived 

from computation of the states of the overall system (performance indicators).  

The following indicators are calculated at the cell level: 

- Building damage/collapse: 

o Number of yielding buildings 

o Number of collapsed buildings 

- Building usability which is related to building damages: 

o Number of non- usable buildings 

o Number of fully usable buildings 

o Number of partially usable buildings 

- Building habitability which is related to building usability, utility loss (water and 

electric power in this application) and weather conditions: 

Number of habitable buildings 

- Casualties: 

o Number of deaths 

o Number of injuries 

The building habitability results are used for the estimation of displaced persons in each cell 

which is considered in the shelter needs model (see section 9).   

6.1.2 Software implementation  

Different methods are implemented in the SYNER-G tool to compute the different indicators 

required for the assessment of the building aggregates performances: 

- Project Building Census (BC) data into the cell 

- Project European Urban Audit (EUA) census data into the cell  

- Project Land Use Plan (LUP) data into the cell  

- Evaluate Building damages  
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- Evaluate Casualties  

- Evaluate Building usability  

- Get Utility losses  

- Evaluate Building habitability  

- Get Building impacts on road network 

All these methods are chained in Fig. 6.1 and described in detail by Gehl et al (2011). 

 

Fig. 6.1 Flowchart of the building class computation 

6.1.3 Casualty model 

Using the casualties ratios, the number of deaths and injuries is obtained by multiplying the 

ratios by the number of buildings from each typology and by the number of occupants within 

each building of each typology. The results for each typology are then aggregated at the cell 

level to give the number of deaths and injuries in each cell. The casualty ratios used in the 

present application are based on the HAZUS (NIBS 2004) methodology (Table 6.1). 

Accordingly, the number of deaths (Nd) and injured (Ni) are determined using the following 

expressions. 
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where: 

t = building type (t = 1, … n) 

i = damage level (i = 1, … 5) 

Nt,i= number of buildings of type t having damage level j 

NOt = number of occupants (at the time of the event) by building type 
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QDt,i = proportion of deaths by building type and damage level 

QIt,i = proportion of injured by building type and damage level 

Table 6.1  Casualty ratios by damage level and building type 

 Yield                

(RC) 

Collapse 

(RC) 

Yield 

(masonry) 

Collapse 

(masonry) 

Injuries 0.03 20 0.04 20 

Deaths  - 10* - 10* 

* it is assumed that a percentage of collapsed buildings is related to deaths, therefore these casualty 

ratios are reduced by a factor of 0.05 for RC and 0.10 for masonry buildings. 

The displaced persons are calculated based on the models described by Khazai et al  

(2012). The building habitability is related to the building damages, loss of EPN and WSS 

connectivity, weather conditions and utility loss tolerance thresholds (see Chapter 8). 
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6.2 THE CASE STUDY: THESSALONIKI’S BDG 

6.2.1 General description 

The municipality of Thessaloniki has a population of 322,240 (2011 census), while the 

Thessaloniki Urban Area has a population of 790,824. Furthermore, the Thessaloniki 

Metropolitan Area extends over an area of 1,455.62 km2 and its population in 2011 reached 

a total of 1,006,730 inhabitants. 

The study area comprises 20 Sub-City Districts (SCD) as they are defined by Eurostat 

through the European Urban Audit (EUA) approach (Fig. 6.2, Table 6.2). The total population 

in this area is 376,589 inhabitants.  

The same subdivision is used for the definition the Land Use Plan (LUP) zones. The 

predominant use is residential (R), while some parts are characterized as commercial (C). 

The building inventory in the study area is based on the inventory which was compiled 

during previous projects (Kappos et al 2008), with the improvements and additions that took 

place within SYNER-G project (Tenerelli et al 2012). The reference unit of the inventory is 

the building block (Fig.6.3). The building inventory comprises 2,893 building blocks with 

27,738 buildings, the majority of which (25,639) are reinforced concrete (RC) buildings, 

while the rest (2,099) are masonry buildings. 
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Fig. 6.2 Sub-city districts (SCD) of Thessaloniki study area as defined by Urban Audit 
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Table 6.2 Sub-city districts (SCD) of Thessaloniki as defined by Urban Audit 

ID SCD name Population 

0 Ladadika-Dikastirion squ. 15868 

1 St.George-Rotonda 19260 

2 University-Int.Exhib.Center-White Tower 21376 

3 PAOK-Malakopi 21376 

4 Papafio-St.Constantine-Military Hospital 17385 

5 Toumba-St.Fanourios-Ydragogio 18542 

6 Vlatadon-St.Dimitrios-Lachanagora 16319 

7 Municipal Hospital-Fylakes (Penitentiary) 16709 

8 Athinon 18860 

9 Analipsi-Dermatologiko 19619 

10 Nea Paralia-Municipal Library 20134 

11 Railway Station-Xirokrini 16669 

12 Pasha Hamam-Tyroloi 15454 

13 Charilaou-Exohes 26815 

14 Nomarchia-Vafopoulio-Depau 25455 

15 School for the blind-Sailing Club 15822 

16 Constantinoupoleos-Delfon-Botsari 16761 

17 Ippokratio 16712 

18 Ecclesiastic School-Kato Toumba 20724 

19 Makedonia Palace-Paedagogiki Academia 16729 
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Fig. 6.3 Building blocks of Thessaloniki study area. The number of total buildings per 

block is also shown. 
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6.2.2 Buildings typology 

The classification of RC buildings is described in chapter 3 (table 3.2) based on structural 

type (infilled frames, pilotis, dual), seismic code level and building height (low, medium or 

high rise). The classification of masonry buildings is described in chapter 3 (table 3.6) based 

on floor type (flexible or rigid) and building height (low or mid rise).  

The classification of the buildings of the study area is illustrated in Fig. 6.46.4. Most of the 

buildings are either infilled dual RC systems while the majority of RC buildings are pre-1980 

constructions and thus have been designed with low level of seismic code. The description 

of the building classes that are present in Thessaloniki inventory is given in Table 6.3.  

Table 6.3 Building classes of Thessaloniki inventory 

Structural 
type 

Seismic 
code 

Height Category SYNER-G class 

RC - 
Infilled 
frames 

1959
1
 

L RC1 MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/L-X/LC 

M RC2 MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/M-X/LC 

H RC3 MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/H-X/LC 

1984
2
 

L - MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/L-X/MC 

M - MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/M-X/MC 

H - MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/H-X/MC 

RC- 
Pilotis 

1959
3
 

L RC4 MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-P/ND/R-RC/F-X/L-X/LC 

M RC5 MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-P/ND/R-RC/F-X/M-X/LC 

H RC6 MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-P/ND/R-RC/F-X/H-X/LC 

1984
4
 

L - MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-P/D/R-RC/F-X/L-X/MC 

M - MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-P/D/R-RC/F-X/M-X/MC 

H - MRF-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-P/D/R-RC/F-X/H-X/MC 

RC- 
Dual 

1959
5
 

L RC7 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/L-X/LC 

M RC8 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/M-X/LC 

H RC9 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/H-X/LC 

1984
6
 

L RC10 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/L-X/MC 

M RC11 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/M-X/MC 

H RC12 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/H-X/MC 

EC8
7
 

L RC13 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/L-X/HC 

M RC14 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/M-X/HC 

H RC15 W-EGB/C-RC/R/R/RI-X/D/R-RC/F-X/H-X/HC 

Masonry- 
Low-rise 

Rigid floors M1 SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/L-2/NC 

Flexible floors M2 SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/F-T/P-Ti/L-2/NC 

Masonry- 
Mid-rise 

Rigid floors M3 SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/R-RC/F-X/M-4/NC 

Flexible floors M4 SW-X/M-URM/R/R/X-X/ND/F-T/P-Ti/M-4/NC 
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Fig. 6.4 Classification of the buildings of the study area 

6.2.3 Description of the input 

Fig. 6.5  and Fig. 6.6 show a small part of the input for the buildings of Thessaloniki case 

study contained in the sheet bdg. The first lines in Fig. 6.5 specify the geometry (corner 

coordinates) of the study area, the number of mesh refinements [refinements of a 

(automatically generated) multi-scale rectangular grid, composed of a set of mutually 

exclusive and collectively exhaustive cells that cover the study region] and the habitability 

thresholds for bad and good weather conditions (see chapter 8). In the following lines, the 

sub-city districts (SCD) geometry and associated indicators (population, average building 

height, volume per person, %empl. rate, % retail, % service, % other) are given. The Land 

Use Plan areas (LUP) are also defined in the following lines assuming the same geometry 

with the SCDs. In Fig. 6.6 the building cencus (BC) areas are defined, in total 2630 building 

blocks are included in the input. The geometry and associated information (number of 

buildings, percentage of buildings in each building class) are given for each BC.  
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study region habitability thresholds

numStepLong 1 # of mesh refinements 4

numStepLat 1 fully usable partially usable fully usable partially usable

long SW corner (°) lat SW corner (°) long NE corner (°) lat NE corner (°) 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.3

22.86166963 40.55518992 23.01816145 40.68997006

# cities 1

City A

EUA

# SCD 21

SCD #1

geometry 40.64069857 22.94339041 40.63983861 22.94495141 40.63845563 22.94771668 40.63841222 22.94767 40.63779211 22.94708 40.6369 22.94626 40.636638 22.94667 40.63529 22.94533

indicators pop 15868 average bdg height (m) 19 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 74 % retail 21 % service 52 % other 27

SCD #2

geometry 40.63783553 22.94909543 40.63463072 22.95573824 40.63445437 22.9562455 40.63444934 22.95638 40.63418782 22.95623 40.6311 22.95337 40.632947 22.94981 40.63179 22.94882

indicators pop 19260 average bdg height (m) 22 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 78 % retail 22 % service 7 % other 71

SCD #3

geometry 40.62227941 22.96723336 40.62392549 22.9660899 40.62747782 22.96367214 40.62624356 22.96001 40.62486485 22.95515 40.624 22.95304 40.623664 22.95235 40.62314 22.95225

indicators pop 21376 average bdg height (m) 16 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 81 % retail 10 % service 28 % other 62

SCD #4

geometry 40.60712671 22.98254961 40.60797729 22.98226302 40.60828138 22.98208667 40.60853803 22.98187 40.60927848 22.98107 40.6102 22.98004 40.610336 22.97984 40.61038 22.97971

indicators pop 21376 average bdg height (m) 13 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 75 % retail 6 % service 6 % other 88

SCD #5

geometry 40.62227941 22.96723336 40.62208911 22.96729691 40.62188887 22.96725834 40.62193329 22.96692 40.62223402 22.96642 40.6223 22.96605 40.620904 22.96481 40.6204 22.96577

indicators pop 17385 average bdg height (m) 13 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 75 % retail 5 % service 25 % other 70

SCD #6

geometry 40.62208911 22.96729691 40.62043255 22.9678501 40.61873107 22.96922708 40.6201886 22.97174 40.62114216 22.97597 40.6221 22.97711 40.621627 22.97882 40.6207 22.97989

indicators pop 18542 average bdg height (m) 10 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 76 % retail 3 % service 10 % other 87

SCD #7

geometry 40.64230482 22.95451334 40.64224232 22.9555359 40.64188542 22.95556675 40.64179272 22.95567 40.64171661 22.95557 40.6416 22.95523 40.641448 22.95496 40.64118 22.95489

indicators pop 16319 average bdg height (m) 10 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 75 % retail 4 % service 15 % other 81

SCD #8

geometry 40.63455464 22.95800147 40.63449439 22.95766452 40.63444934 22.95637675 40.63445437 22.95625 40.63463072 22.95574 40.6378 22.9491 40.640061 22.95101 40.64071 22.94994

indicators pop 16709 average bdg height (m) 10 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 72 % retail 2 % service 5 % other 93

SCD #9

geometry 40.60880865 22.97329707 40.60877194 22.97335557 40.60800888 22.9752225 40.60771636 22.97612 40.60598397 22.97485 40.6051 22.97421 40.604775 22.9738 40.60475 22.97382

indicators pop 18860 average bdg height (m) 13 volume per person (m^3) 12 av. household size 2 empl. rate (%) 74 % retail 1 % service 1 % other 98

SCD #10

geometry 40.60221314 22.96427882 40.6022056 22.964252 40.60218984 22.96425367 40.60208624 22.96383 40.60182454 22.96286 40.6017 22.96235 40.60163 22.96225 40.60086 22.95942

good weather bad weather

 

Fig. 6.5 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki BDG (only first rows of SCDs) 

BC

# BC areas 2630

BC #0 (FID)

geometry 40.61153903 22.97047157 40.61174486 22.9703647 40.61182712 22.97064385 40.61162336 22.97075 40.61153903 22.97047

indicators Nbldg 3 % MSt12 0 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #1 (FID)

geometry 40.62966884 22.94976176 40.62976843 22.9496395 40.63022917 22.95009035 40.63015522 22.95023 40.62966884 22.94976

indicators Nbldg 4 % MSt12 0 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #2 (FID)

geometry 40.60964655 22.96866523 40.60978824 22.9691893 40.6095051 22.96934212 40.60939328 22.9694 40.60911283 22.96955 40.609 22.96899 40.609647 22.96867

indicators Nbldg 9 % MSt12 0.44444444 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #3 (FID)

geometry 40.60924127 22.97627252 40.60940295 22.9768008 40.60834414 22.97738108 40.60817584 22.97684 40.60867418 22.97657 40.6087 22.97654 40.608756 22.97653 40.60881 22.9765 40.60924127

indicators Nbldg 23 % MSt12 0.04347826 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0.043478 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #4 (FID)

geometry 40.61201484 22.95762568 40.61252046 22.9573891 40.61264007 22.95814733 40.61218879 22.9582 40.61218528 22.95819 40.612 22.95763

indicators Nbldg 7 % MSt12 0 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #5 (FID)

geometry 40.63021967 22.94431837 40.62988245 22.9448062 40.62983597 22.94487346 40.62952998 22.94532 40.62916974 22.94492 40.6299 22.94392 40.63022 22.94432

indicators Nbldg 15 % MSt12 0.06666667 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0.066667 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #6 (FID)

geometry 40.59309077 22.9637865 40.59313065 22.9635481 40.59337737 22.96276756 40.59338736 22.96274 40.59340919 22.96267 40.5937 22.96274 40.593527 22.96374 40.59309 22.96379

indicators Nbldg 8 % MSt12 0 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #7 (FID)

geometry 40.61139876 22.97092217 40.61160066 22.9708179 40.61175447 22.97132403 40.61155096 22.97143 40.61139876 22.97092

indicators Nbldg 9 % MSt12 0.11111111 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0 % RC3_2LL 0 % RC3_1ML

BC #8 (FID)

geometry 40.60574454 22.97534549 40.60584425 22.9748215 40.60641974 22.97523583 40.60575906 22.97552 40.60574795 22.97547 40.6057 22.97535  

Fig. 6.6 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki BDG (only first rows of BC) 

6.2.4 Results 

The analysis results as obtained from a plain MCS of 10,000 runs are presented in the 

following figures. The chosen number of runs showed to yield stable estimates for the 

considered PI’s (deaths, injuries, displaced people). 

Fig. 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 show the moving average (mean) curves for deaths, injuries and displaced 

persons as well as the mean+stdv and mean-stdv curves for these PI’s. The values are 

given as percentages of the total population (790,824 inhabitants). At the end of the analysis 

(10,000 runs) the moving average is stabilized with an average value of 4 deaths, 11 injuries 

and 6,280 displaced people (in good weather conditions). This low fatality rate is reasonable 

in this case as the analysis averages the results over all possible magnitudes and epicentral 

distances, and the lower magnitude and longer distance events are certainly controlling the 

output. 

Fig. 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 show the MAF of exceedance curves for deaths, injuries and displaced 

persons (as percentages of the total population). The expected deaths for λ=0.002 (mean 

return period Tm= 500 years) are 201. Figure  6.13 shows the level of correlation between 

the damaged WSS and EPN components and the displaced people. It is observed that the 

correlation is higher with the EPN substations which highlights the importance of the 
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interaction between EPN loss and habitability. The distribution of losses for an event that 

corresponds to a return period of deaths equal to 500 years are shown in Fig. 6.14, 6.15, 

6.16. For this event, the estimated losses are: 2,248 collapsed and 16,634 yielding buildings, 

201 deaths, 492 injuries and 180,000 (in good weather) and 288,000 (in bad weather) 

displaced people. The expected losses for a selected event (#3566, M=6.0, R=12 km) are 

shown in Fig. 6.17, 6.18, 6.19. The estimated average losses for the event with M=6.5 (100 

runs) that corresponds to the 1978 earthquake are given in Fig. 6.20, 6.21, 6.22.  

 

Fig. 6.7 Moving average µ, µ+σ, µ-σ curves for deaths (average: 4) 

 

Fig. 6.8 Moving average µ, µ+σ, µ-σ curves for injuries (average: 11) 

 

Fig. 6.9 Moving average µ, µ+σ, µ-σ curves for displaced persons/good weather 

(average: 6280) 
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Fig. 6.10 MAF curve for deaths 

 

Fig. 6.11 MAF curve for injuries 

 

Fig. 6.12 MAF curve for displaced persons 
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Fig. 6.13 Correlation of damaged EPN and WSS components to displaced people 
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Fig. 6.14 Distribution of estimated damages (collapsed and yielding buildings) into 

cells of the study area for an event (#1488, M=5.5, R=24 km) that corresponds to death 

rate with Tm=500 years 
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Fig. 6.15 Distribution of estimated casualties (deaths, injuries) into cells of the study 

area for an event (#1488, M=5.5, R=24 km) that corresponds to death rate with Tm=500 

years 
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Fig. 6.16 Distribution of estimated displaced persons in good (up) and bad (down) 

weather conditions into cells of the study area for an event (#1488, M=5.5, R=24 km) 

that corresponds to death rate with Tm=500 years 
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Fig. 6.17 Distribution of estimated damages (collapsed and yielding buildings) into 

cells of the study area for a specific event (#3566, M=6.0, R=12 km)  
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Fig. 6.18 Distribution of estimated casualties (deaths, injuries) into cells of the study 

area for a specific event (#3566, M=6.0, R=12 km)  
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Fig. 6.19 Distribution of estimated displaced persons in good (up) and bad (down) 

weather conditions into cells of the study area for a specific event (#3566, M=6.0, 

R=12 km) 
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Fig. 6.20 Distribution of estimated damages (collapsed and yielding buildings) into 

cells of the study area for an earthquake simulation with M=6.5, R=25km (100 runs) 
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Fig. 6.21 Distribution of estimated casualties (deaths, injuries) into cells of the study 

area for an earthquake simulation with M=6.5, R=25km (100 runs) 
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Fig. 6.22 Distribution of estimated displaced people in good (up) and bad (down) 

weather conditions into cells of the study area for an earthquake simulation with 

M=6.5, R=25km (100 runs) 
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7 Roadway network (RDN) 

7.1 SYSTEMIC VULNERABILITY METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE 

IMPLEMENTATION  

7.1.1 The RDN class 

Within the object-oriented framework developed in SYNER-G (Franchin et al., 2011), each 

system is described as a class containing objects (i.e. instances) with similar features such 

as attributes and methods. Sub-classes within the RDN class are also defined to describe 

the nodes and edges that are composing the road transportation network. The RDN class is 

a directed graph (i.e. edges have a specific travelling direction) and it is a sub-class of the 

Directed abstract class, which in turn is a subclass of the Network abstract class. The RDN 

class is described in more details in the SYNER-G report D5.5 (Pinto et al., 2012) and the 

sub-classes describing the different types of edges and nodes are represented in Fig. 7.1. 

 

Fig. 7.1 Class diagram for the RDN class (from Report D5.5) 

Among the types of RDN nodes, Intersection nodes simply represent the vertices of the 

graph that are used to define the edges that can link them: these nodes have no specific 

properties, except information on coordinates, altitude, soil type and so forth. TAZ nodes (i.e. 

Traffic Analysis Zones) are nodes that are defined around inhabited areas and they are used 

to evaluate the connectivity of a given neighborhood to others TAZs (i.e. they are used to 

build the origin –destination matrix): they have additional properties (such as number of 

households or the pointer to the reference cell) that can be used to evaluate traffic demand 

and connectivity loss for the associated cells. Finally, ExternalStation nodes are a type of 

TAZs that are not associated with the inhabited cells, but they are used to link the studied 

portion of road network to the ‘outside’ (i.e. definition of inward/outward traffic demand in the 

case of an open system). 
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The types of RDN edges are defined with respect to the physical properties of the road 

segments (i.e. bridges, tunnels, simple road segments, and roads within a trench, on an 

embankment or on a slope) and the different vulnerability models that may be used for each 

one of them (i.e. different damage mechanisms or intensity measures have to be considered 

for bridges or for a road segment in an unstable slope). Within each of these edge sub-

classes, different typologies are also defined, depending on the material used, the soil type 

or the construction technique. Some other properties of edges include the pointers of the 

extremities (i.e. end and start nodes, as the graph is directed), the number of lanes or the 

number of ways (i.e. in order to generate two directed paths when there are two-ways 

edges). The definition of edges along with their extremities is used to build an adjacency and 

an incidence matrix, which are then used to describe the connectivity of the road network, 

and subsequently the accessibility of TAZ nodes. 

When a TAZ node is associated with one or more inhabited cells, some dependency edges 

are created between the TAZ and the centroid of each cell. These lower order roads, which 

are not physically modeled in the main road network, are abstract edges that are necessary 

to compute the accessibility of the cells to the TAZ, and finally to the main road network. 

In the frame of the Thessaloniki case-study, the evaluation of the performance of the road 

network system is carried out with a level I analysis, which is based on pure connectivity, as 

opposed to more elaborate analysis levels described in the SYNER-G report D5.5 (Pinto et 

al., 2012). The connectivity analysis is carried out between the TAZs and two performance 

indicators are used: 

- SCL (Simple Connectivity Loss):   

SCL = 1 - < Ns
i / N0

i >i       Equation 7.1 

< > denots the average over all sink nodes, and Ns
i and N0

i are the number of sources 

connected to the i-th sink, in seismic and non-seismic conditions respectively. Each TAZ 

is taken as a sink one at a time, while the others are considered as sources. 

 

- WCL (Weighted Connectivity loss):   

WCL = 1 - 1 - < (Ns
i.Ws

i) / (N0
i.W0

i) >i      Equation 7.2 

A weighted average is used and the weight for both seismic and non-seismic conditions 

is defined as follows: 

         ∑
≠

⋅=
ij ij

ij

i

TT
Iw

1
                                                 Equation 7.3 

Iij is equal to 1 when a path exists between the i-th and the j-th source, and to 0 

otherwise. TTij is the travel time between the i-th sink and the j-th source: it can be 

evaluated based on the average travel speed considered along the road type and the 

edge length. 

 

A more detailed description of the properties and methods of the RDN class, along with the 

related performance indicators, is available in the SYNER-G report D5.5 (Pinto et al., 2012). 
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7.1.2 Developments for the Thessaloniki case-study 

7.1.2.1 Road blockage due to collapsed buildings 

The simplified road blockage model developed within the general framework has been 

described in the SYNER-G reports D5.5 (Pinto et al., 2012) and D5.1 (Gehl et al., 2011). It 

has been first implemented for dependency edges, which are the virtual edges linking the 

TAZs to the cell centroids: this choice has been made because it is assumed that these 

lower order roads are the most prone to road blockage, due to the narrow streets and to 

proximity to city buildings. 

The road blockage model needs the following input attributes for each that is crossed by a 

segment of a dependency edge: 

- A vector T= [%T1 … %Tn] giving the repartition of building percentages for the n 

typologies present in the cell; 

- Y the average building height in the cell. This information could be obtained as a first 

approximation by the distinction between low-, medium- or high-rise typologies; 

- L the length of the depending edge that is projected in the cell. Since buildings can 

be located on both sides of the road, or not at all, an effective L’ is defined. It is equal 

to 0, L, or 2L, depending on the road-building configuration. 

- Wr and Wbr, which are respectively the road width and the building-to-road distance. 

These parameters are used in the comparison with the debris width in the eventuality 

of a building collapsed. 

- 1/l the linear density of building façade along an edge: this parameter is the key to 

estimate the number of adjacent buildings along a given edge. A very rough 

approximation can be given by the following relation (see SYNER-G report D5.5), 

which has the advantage of requiring readily available parameters (i.e. Nb the total 

number of buildings in the cell and A the area of the cell): 

 
A

N

i

b=
1

      Equation 7.4  

For each probabilistic run, the road model blockage then uses the damage state of each 

typology within the cell, generating the vector C = [C1 … Cn], which contains the collapse 

state (0 for not collapsed, 1 for collapsed) for the n typologies present in the cell. 

The total number of buildings from typology i that are collapsed along the edge of length L’ is 

then expressed as follows: 

iii CT
l

L
N ⋅⋅= %

'

      Equation 7.5 

It has to be noted that a corrective factor should be used to distinguish buildings that are in a 

collapse state (as indicated by the fragility analysis) from the ones that are fully collapsed. 

For the time being, no study or information could lead to an estimation of this corrective 

factor for the different typologies, and it has been decided as a first approximation to set this 

factor to 1 (i.e. all Ni buildings are considered fully collapsed). 
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Then, a previous study by Argyroudis & Pitilakis (2011) is used to estimate the probabilistic 

distribution (Gaussian) of the debris width Wd, based on parameters such as building height, 

typology or collapse behavior. Three functionality levels are defined: 

- FL0, when Wd,i < Wbr + Wr : the edge is ‘open’; 

- FL1, when Wd,i > Wbr + Wr : the edge is only ‘open for emergency’; 

- FL2, when Wd,i > Wbr + Wr – 3.5: the edge is ‘closed’; 

The probability of reaching each functionality level of the edge due to each typology, namely 

P(FL1,i) and P(FL2,i), can therefore be computed with the knowledge of the distribution 

parameters, E[Wd] and σWd. Finally, the blockage probabilities are aggregated over the 

length of the edge, by accounting for all typologies of adjacent buildings: 

∏
=

−−=
n

i

N

ijjL
iFLPFLP

1

,' )](1[1)(      Equation 7.6 

A standard uniform variable can then be sampled over the computed probabilities to check 

the final state of the edge, i.e. FL0, FL1 or FL2. 

When applied on dependency edges, this road blockage model gives information on the 

accessibility between the TAZs and the centroid and the cells. The results are then given at 

the level of each cell, under the form of an accessibility index with respect to the road 

network. 

However, in the specific case of the city of Thessaloniki, where the downtown area is 

composed of fairly high buildings close to major road segments, it has been decided to apply 

the road blockage model described above to actual edges of the modeled network, and not 

only to dependency edges. The procedure is the same, except that the computations are 

now performed at the level of each RDN edge, and not at the cell level. Input parameters 

such as Wr, Wbr or building adjacency are also defined in the input Excel file for each edge 

(see next section), and not for each cell. Finally, the functionality results are also given for 

each edge, becoming either ‘open’, ‘open for emergency’ or ‘closed’. 

7.1.2.2 Road blockage due to collapsed bridges 

The analysis of the Thessaloniki road network has led to the identification of numerous 

locations with overhanging bridges, which could also generate road blockage if an edge is 

under a collapsed bridge. Therefore it has been decided to implement a blockage model for 

this specific situation. Two cases are identified: 

- Case 1: the bridge above the edge does not belong to the road network class (i.e. it 

is not modeled in the case-study).  

- Case 2: the bridge above the edge is already a part of the road network class and it 

is itself modeled like an edge. 

Case 1 

An input parameter is added in the Excel file to specify if the edge is under a bridge, and 

what the bridge typology is (i.e. one of the bridge typologies described in the SYNER-G 

framework, see chapter 3). If this is the case, this edge is then associated with a new RDN 

sub-class, namely overCrossBridge, which possess the same vulnerability features of the 

given bridge typology. The damage state of this virtual bridge is then computed like any 
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other bridge and, if the bridge appears to be in the collapse state, the state of the underlying 

edge is changed to blockedByBridge (Boolean value). 

Case 2 

In this case, the overhanging bridge is already a part of the modeled road network and, first, 

an intersection algorithm is run over the whole road network in order to locate all edges that 

are intersected with a bridge-type edge. These edges are then associated with the bridge 

edges through an edge pointer. During the probabilistic (Monte Carlo) runs, the physical 

damages are sampled for all network edges, and if the associated bridge edge is in the 

collapse state, the state of the underlying edge is changed to blockedByBridge (Boolean 

value). 

7.1.2.3 Aggregation of functionality losses for connectivity evaluation 

The RDN edges can be subjected to various disrupting mechanisms, from physical failure to 

interactions with buildings or bridges. These effects may occur at the same time for the 

same edge and the following procedure is adopted to account for the functionality of the 

RDN edge. 

During the simulation, an edge can be in the following states: 

- Broken: 0 or 1 (direct physical failure) 

- BlockedbyBuilding: ‘open’, ‘open for emergency’, ‘closed’ 

- BlockedbyBridge: 0 or 1 

These state variables appear in the output attributes of the simulations and they are used to 

update the adjacency matrix of the RDN class. This matrix represents all working edges that 

link two nodes by a 0, and the values are 1 otherwise. For each simulation, the values in the 

adjacency matrix are updated to account for the loss of functionality of some edges (i.e. 

connectivity analysis). Since here the edge can be disrupted by several causes, the logical 

tree presented in Fig. 7.2 is adopted to update the adjacency matrix (i.e. use of an OR gate). 

 

Fig. 7.2  Update procedure of the adjacency matrix 
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7.2 THE CASE STUDY: THESSALONIKI’S RDN 

7.2.1 General description 

Thessaloniki is extended along the seaside and consequently the urban road system is 

parallel and perpendicular to the sea. The roadway network of the urban area is rather 

insufficient, especially in the centre districts, where the densely built up area creates a 

complex network, with narrow streets and inadequate parking areas. For the present case 

study the main roadway network of the urban area, the older internal ring road, the newer 

external ring road which is part of Egnatia Highway and the main exits of the city are 

considered. The majority of bridges and overcrosses mainly belong to the ring roads and the 

main exits of the city: national highway to Athens (PAThE), to Moudania/Halkidiki, and to 

Giannitsa-Edessa.  

7.2.2 System topology and characteristics 

The road network for the case study is composed of 594 nodes and 674 edges (Fig.7.3). 

The nodes are subdivided into 15 external nodes, 127 Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) centroids 

and 452 simple intersections. Edges, that are the only vulnerable components in the 

network, are subdivided into road segments and bridges, with fragility models expressed in 

terms of permanent ground displacement (PGD) and peak ground acceleration (PGA), 

respectively. New fragility curves have been developed for 22 bridges as described in 

section 3. For the other bridges, we selected the fragility curves from the aforementioned 22 

bridges, which fit better to their typology characteristics. Edges are also classified as either 

principal roads (freeways and major arterials) or secondary roads (secondary arterials and 

collectors), based on their free flow speed and other functionality criteria as defined in 

“General Transportation Study of Thessaloniki” (Denco et al 1999).  

The RDN is modelled as a directed graph and all edges have a travelling direction, from 

node i to node j. For this particular network, 495 edges are two-ways roads and 179 are one-

way roads. Further information for roadway edges include the width of the road, the distance 

from buildings, the capacity and flow speed. The distance from buildings is based on data 

extracted in Task 2.5 through satellite maps as described in Deliverable D2.15 (Tenerelli et 

al 2012) and on information from previous study (Argyroudis and Pitilakis 2011). 
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Fig. 7.3 Road network of Thessaloniki case study 

7.2.3 Description of the input 

Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5 show a small part of the input for the road network of Thessaloniki case 

study contained in the sheet rdn. The first two cells in the first row in Fig. 7.4 specify the 

number of edges (sides) and of nodes, 686 and 594, respectively. It should be noted that the 

user has to input only one (directed) edge per couple of nodes. If the corresponding road is a 

two-ways one, the second edge will be added automatically by the software. The want 

discretization? And following fields contain values used to (if the former parameter is 

assigned a “yes” value) discretize too long edges into a number of smaller roads to improve 

the computation of roads’ damage (each sub-segment is considered as a separate 

vulnerable element, with the IM evaluated at the segment centroid). 

The next rows, after the nodes keyword, specify in a standardized way (similar for all 

network/linelike systems) the nodes of the system. In particular the information to be 

provided for each node is in the order: localization, site properties, functional and related to 

seismic vulnerability. Localization is given in terms of latitude and longitude in degrees and 

altitude above sea level in metres. The site properties fields are empty as this information is 

given through the geotechnical map (GIS shapefile).  

Functional information for the node of an RDN is the type of node (either a TAZ, an external 

station or an intersection) and the type of TAZ (either CBD or non-CBD). The next columns 

specify whether the node is vulnerable, and in this case, which is the IM(s) for the 

corresponding fragility model.  

The next part of the sheet, whose first rows are shown in Fig. 7.5, after the sides keyword, 

specifies in a standardized way (similar for all network/line-like systems) the sides/edges of 

the system. In particular, the first two columns specify the edge connectivity (start and end 
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nodes). The site properties are specified in terms of Vs30, site class, depth to groundwater 

in feet, liquefaction and landslides susceptibility class, yield acceleration. The fields that are 

left empty are read from corresponding GIS shapefiles. Functional information includes the 

edge typology (indicating the particular set of fragility functions to be used), the class (minor, 

principal or highway), the capacity in vph (vehicles per hour), the free flow speed in km/h, the 

number of ways (1 or 2) and the number of vulnerable elements for two ways roads (1 

element to be shared or 2 distinct elements). As for the nodes, two columns specify whether 

the edge is vulnerable, and in this case, which is the IM(s) of the corresponding fragility 

model (i.e. PGA for bridges, PGD for road segments). 

For the estimation of blockage due to building collapses the following properties are given: 

road width, building-road distance, and existence of adjacent buildings in one or two sides of 

the road edge. Finally for the estimation of blockage due to existence of overcross bridge 

(that is not modeled as an edge of the network) the overcross bridge type is given in the last 

column. 

# sides # nodes want discretization? max road length (km) approximate length after discretization (km)

686 594 yes 8 6

nodes

lat (°) long (°) z (m) Vs30 (m/s) Type TAZ type Vulnerable IMtypes

40.630 22.948 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.618 22.958 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.616 22.960 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.621 22.954 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.618 22.955 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.602 22.964 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.597 22.965 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.602 22.970 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.597 22.956 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.629 22.957 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.626 22.960 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.634 22.947 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.643 22.931 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.646 22.925 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.652 22.912 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.635 22.935 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.635 22.939 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.637 22.942 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.626 22.949 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.624 22.953 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.618 22.953 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.603 22.950 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.599 22.952 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.597 22.953 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.605 22.958 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.637 22.950 0 0 TAZ CBD no none

40.638 22.950 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.636 22.955 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.643 22.941 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.627 22.964 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40.623 22.960 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

localization and soil information functional information

 

Fig. 7.4 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki RDN nodes (only first rows) 
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sides

start node end node Vs30 (m/s) / Nspt Type classification capacity (vph) free-flow speed (km/h) # of ways Vulnerable IMtypes

214 143 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 2 yes pgd

17 160 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

212 167 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

1 212 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

200 1 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

200 41 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

41 170 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

144 2 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

215 3 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

3 179 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

179 147 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

156 151 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

151 36 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

4 20 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

5 4 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

146 199 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

148 149 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

149 6 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

6 153 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

150 151 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

6 156 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 2 yes pgd

6 7 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 2 yes pgd

7 152 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

152 8 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

8 153 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

8 154 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

7 122 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 2 yes pgd

7 367 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

9 148 0 roadSegmentA principal 1100 50 1 yes pgd

148 23 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

2 155 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd

155 180 0 roadSegmentA principal 1000 50 2 yes pgd  

# of vuln elements site class depth2GW (ft) LiquefactionSusClass LandslideSusClass yield acc (g) Road width Bldg-Road distance Hierarchy Adjacent buildings Overcross

1 - 5 20 7 2 2

1 - 5 15 5.5 2 2

1 - 5 14 5.5 2 2

1 - 5 14 5.5 2 2

1 - 5 14 5.5 2 2

1 - 5 14 5.5 2 2

1 - 5 16 35 3 2

1 - 5 14 3.5 3 2

1 - 5 14 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 15 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 16 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 16 100 2 0

1 - 5 16 4.5 2 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 14 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 20 5.345 2 2

1 - 5 20 5.345 2 2

1 - 5 14 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 14 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 20 5.345 2 2

1 - 5 14 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 16 5.345 2 2

1 - 5 10 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 12 5.345 3 2

1 - 5 12 5.345 3 2  

Fig. 7.5 Input workbook: specification of Thessaloniki RDN edges (only first rows) 

7.3 RESULTS 

The analysis results as obtained from a plain MCS of 10,000 runs are presented in the 

following figures. The chosen number of runs showed to yield stable estimates for the 

considered PI’s.  

Fig. 7.6 shows the moving average (mean) curves for SCL (left) and WCL (right), as well as 

the mean+stdv and mean-stdv curves for the two PI’s. The figures indicate that the expected 

value of connectivity loss given the occurrence of an earthquake is higher for WCL than for 

SCL, as expected. This is because WCL takes into account not only the existence of a path 

between two TAZs, but also the increase in travel time due to the seismically induced 

damage suffered by the RDN. The jumps present in the plots are located in correspondence 
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of simulation runs/samples in which at least one TAZ node is disconnected, leading SCL and 

WCL to yield values greater than 0. At the end of the analysis (10,000 runs) the moving 

average is stabilized.  

  

Fig. 7.6 Moving average µ, µ+σ, µ-σ curves for SCL (left) and WCL (right). 

Fig. 7.7 shows the MAF of exceedance curves for SCL and WCL. As expected, weighting 

the computation of connectivity loss with the path travel times yields higher values of 

exceedance frequency. Fig. 7.8 compares the estimated MAF of exceedance curve for WCL 

when the road blockage due to collapsed building is not considered in the analysis. The 

interaction with building collapses can be important especially for mean return periods of 

WCL higher than 500 years (λ=0.002). As an example the connectivity loss is increased from 

20% to 33% for λ=0.001 (Tm= 1000 years) when the building collapses are included in the 

analysis. 

Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10 show the level of correlation between the WCL and the distribution of 

damages in bridges and road blockages respectively. In this way the most critical segments 

can be defined in relation with their contribution to the connectivity loss of the network. The 

most correlated bridges are: interchanges K17 and K18 of the ring road, interchange of 

Monastiriou avenue with railway (Mytilinakia), interchange of Monastiriou avenue with 

Dendropotamou avenue, bridge of Anthemountas river on the airport access road. These 

bridges present a high risk of failure due to their vulnerability (old, simple span bridges) and 

the high values of PGA. The most correlated blocked roads are mainly in the historical 

center of the city, where the vulnerability of buildings is higher and the road to building 

distance is shorter. Several road segments in the city center and the SE part of the study 

area present a medium correlation due to building collapses. Few roads near the coast 

which are subjected to ground failure to liquefaction are also highly correlated to the network 

connectivity. 

Fig. 7.11 shows the expected distribution of damages for the event with the highest 

magnitude that corresponds to connectivity loss (WCL=18%) with mean return period 

Tm=500 years (0.002 probability of exceedance). For this event no bloackages are expected 

due to buidling collapses. However, seven bridges will be severely damaged and few road 
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blockages due to damage of overpass bridges are expected in the main road network. 

Damages due to liquefaction are concentrated in the airport access roads. 

Fig. 7.12 shows the distribution of expected damages for a specific event (#3566, M=6.0, 

R=12km, N-NW of the city). Few road segments in the west part and in the center of the city 

near the coast are expected to suffer damages due to liquefaction. The blockages of roads 

due to building collapses are concentrated in the center and west part of the city. The 

damages to bridges are related with structures that have been designed with older 

provisions. The overall loss of connectivity for this scenario is about 10% (SCL) to 13% 

(WCL).  

 

Fig. 7.7 MAF curve for simple (SCL) and weighted (WCL) connectivity loss. 

 

Fig. 7.8 MAF curve for weighted connectivity loss (WCL) for the road network of 

Thessaloniki, with and without interaction with building collapses 
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Fig. 7.9 Correlation of broken edges (bridges) to road network connectivity (PI=WCL) 

 

Fig. 7.10 Correlation of blocked by buildings edges to road network connectivity 

(PI=WCL)
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Fig. 7.11 Road network damages for an event (#4682, WCL=18%, M=7.4, R= 40 km) 

that corresponds to WCL with Tm=500 years 

 

 

Fig. 7.12 Road network damages for a specific event (#3566, WCL=14%, M=6.0, 

R=12km) 
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Fig. 7.13 Road network average losses for an earthquake simulation with M=6.5, 

R=25km (100 runs) 

In Fig. 7.13, the road network average losses for an earthquake simulation with M=6.5, 

R=25km (100 runs) are presented. Levels of failure risk are classified in three categories for 

each road edge (low-medium-high), with highest levels of risk observed for bridge damage 

and medium level of risk for blockages due to building collapses and ground failures.  
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8 Accessibility analysis  

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Earthquakes often cause high degree of displacement within affected populations. Especially 

in high density urban areas such as Thessaloniki, the number of the affected population is 

much higher. The main goal of disaster management is to minimize the total number of 

affected population. In this context, GIS based accessibility modelling can be an important 

guide for disaster managers to decrease the amount of affected population, before, during 

and after disaster. As the amount of available resources are limited and disaster managers 

always have to decide the optimal location and capacity of available resources in the territory 

by considering location and capacity of demand locations, GIS based accessibility modelling 

can directly provide a vital support in terms of accessibility, location/allocation and 

service/catchment related issues. For example, GIS based accessibility modelling can 

directly help determination of location and capacity of mobile hospitals, search-and-rescue 

(SAR) teams, equipment storage depots, temporal living depots etc.   

Although there are many researchers interested in resource location/allocation problem in 

disaster case, this is usually treated as a theoretical optimization problem without 

considering the GIS based decision-support aspect of the issue. The literature that 

integrates location/allocation optimization process with GIS based decision support as an 

accessibility modelling tool is quite limited which can be considered as a significant lack in 

terms of  providing active decision support for the decision makers in earthquake case.  

Physical accessibility measures describe the spatial characteristics of a location and need 

large amount of computation and organization between huge and complex spatial data sets. 

Hence, accessibility modelling unavoidably lends itself to Geographical Information Systems 

technologies in terms of data collection, manipulation, programming, topology, analysis and 

presentation related issues.  

As GIS have unique capabilities to handle spatial data and operations related to positions on 

the Earth's surface, with an integrated database of basic transportation, land-use and socio-

economical data, it could provide a powerful interface and infrastructure for decision makers 

who are supposed to deal with accessibility, location/allocation and service/catchment area 

related issues. As accessibility measures such as transportation, land use and/or socio-

economical data, accessibility modelling needs a GIS environment. 

The literature on GIS based accessibility modelling techniques can generally be divided into 

three categories, which are listed below and described in detail in Makrí and Folkesson 

(1999), Juliao (1999), Chen (2000), Ertugay and Duzgun (2011a) and Ertugay and Duzgun 

(2011b). 

• Zone-based technique 

• Isochronal (isochrone based) technique 

• Raster based technique 
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8.1.1 Zone-based Technique 

In zone-based accessibility modelling technique, travelling cost calculation between supply 

and demand points are usually based on the zone centroids, which are geometric centre of 

zones. In GIS environment, zonal centroids are generally used as representatives of the 

bordered zones (Fig. 8.1) and help to calculate travelling costs between supply and demand 

points. The zone based technique has the advantage of easier comparisons of accessibility 

scores between the bordered zones. However,  two main disadvantages of this technique 

are that the whole area inside the zones are represented with the same accessibility value 

based on deterministic travelling costs such as “Euclidian distance costs” or “constant 

transportation network based costs” are used to model accessibility. 

 

Fig. 8.1 Centroid of a zone (Ertugay and Duzgun, 2011b) 

In zone-based technique, calculated accessibility measures are represented inside the 

defined bordered zones such as states, countries, metropolitan areas, districts, quarters or 

any catchment/service areas. Determination of the size of the bordered zones is generally 

determined by the aim, the obtained data and the detail needs of the study. While a national 

or regional scale accessibility study generally requires a coarse zone representation such as 

state, country or district boundaries, a local scale accessibility study can require a smaller 

zone representation such as quarter or parcel boundaries. However, it must also be taken 

into consideration that data is more difficult to be obtained for the smaller zones such as 

parcels and quarters when compared to coarse zones such as districts and countries 

(Halden et al. 2000). 

 

8.1.2 Isochronal (isochrone based) technique 

In isochronal technique, accessibility measures are represented in terms of isochronal 

polygons, which are also known as the catchment or service area polygon boundaries. 

Isochronal polygon boundaries connect equal travel time or distance points away from one 

or more reference points (e.g. supply or demand). Isochrone-based accessibility polygon 

boundaries are calculated from either constant average transportation network based 

travelling costs such as 120 km/h for highways, 50 km/h for main streets and 30 km/h for 

local streets, etc or unconstrained Eucledian distance based costs (straight-line/bird-flight 

based distances) such as buffer, voronoi (thiessen) polygons without considering the 

transportation network. 
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When an origin is defined as a reference point such as a demand or supply location, 

isochronal polygon boundaries can be drawn by connecting all points in all directions for an 

equal threshold of time or distance (Fig. 8.2).  

 

Fig. 8.2 The isochronal representation of accessibility (Ertugay and Duzgun, 2011a) 

The buffer and voronoi based isochrononal polygon boundaries have regular shape because 

of their unconstrained structure. However, transportation network based isochronal polygon 

boundaries are constrained by the transportation network and can have irregular shape as 

the costs in a transportation network can provide travelling faster in some directions and 

travelling slower in other directions (Transportation Statistics Annual Report, 1997).  

Isochronal technique can be used in calculation of several accessibility measures ranging 

from simple to sophisticated. For example,  

• 10 minutes catchment area polygon boundary of supply/demand points can be 

calculated as a travel time/distance type of measure or  

• total number of cumulated supply/demand points within 10 minutes catchment 

boundary can be calculated as a cumulative opportunity type of measure or  

• total number of weighted supply/demand points within 10 minutes catchment 

boundary can be calculated as a “gravity” type of measure etc. 

Although isochronal based technique is widely used in accessibility modelling literature, one 

of the weaknesses of the isochronal technique is that accessibility measures are highly 

sensitive to travelling time/distance based costs and user defined thresholds. Slight changes 

in travelling costs and user-defined thresholds can create significant changes in catchment 

area polygon boundaries and hence directly affect the amount of supply and demand 

opportunities. Considering several costs and thresholds, can provide more realistic decision 

support for decision makers who are supposed to deal with accessibility, location/allocation 

and service/catchment area related issues. 
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8.1.3 Raster-based technique  

“Pixel”, which is also called “cell”, can be defined as the smallest unit in raster environment. 

In raster-based technique, accessibility measures are represented by raster-based “pixels” 

instead of vector-based “polylines” or “polygons”. The supply and demand locations and the 

transportation network are the main inputs of raster-based technique. By considering 

travelling costs in the transportation network, each pixel in raster environment generally gets 

an accessibility score, which is based on its proximity to nearest supply or demand 

opportunity (Fig. 8.3). Raster-based technique is generally preferred in regional studies, 

which does not necessitate high spatial accuracy. Because of pixel-based structure of the 

raster-based technique, working in raster environment reduces the geometrical accuracy of 

accessibility measures. However, it enables continuous representation of accessibility 

scores and opens a wide range of new raster analysis capabilities.  

 

Fig. 8.3 The raster-based representation of accessibility (source: ESRI, 2011) 

8.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACCESSIBILITY MODEL IN THESSALONIKI 

GIS-based accessibility modelling for earthquake case is implemented on healthcare 

services of Thessaloniki by using isochrone-based and zone-based techniques and 

considering different earthquake scenarios.  

The implementation of case study consists of three major steps, which are; 

• data acquisition and integration 

• transportation network based travelling cost calculation 

• accessibility modelling and visualization  

Data acquisition and integration phase includes preparation of data in which supply/demand 

locations (health services and district centroids) and transportation network data are 
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obtained and converted into a common GIS format. Transportation network based travelling 

cost calculation phase includes determination of travelling costs for each of the road 

segment on the transportation network according to road closure probabilities that comes 

from WP5.  Finally, accessibility modelling and visualization phase includes measurement 

and representation of health service accessibility scores in GIS environment. 

8.2.1 Data acquisition and integration phase 

The basic data used in the model are:  

• Transportation network (line) 

o GIS based digital transportation network data of Thessaloniki. The used data 

is referring only to the critical network, which is considered to be important in 

case of emergency. So the local roads, which are expected to have higher 

blockage risk due to building collapses, are not examined here. The network 

is described in section 7.2. 

• Supply locations (point) 

o GIS based health service locations data of Thessaloniki and health service 

scale data (gravity values) 

• Demand locations (area) 

o GIS based administrative districts of Thessaloniki (SCDs of Urban Audit as 

described in section 6, fig. 6.1) 

• Road closure probabilities: due to building collapses, soil liquefaction, bridge 

damages and overpass bridge collapses 

o these probabilities have been estimated as described in section 7. The 

average number of damages over 10,000 runs are presented in fig. 7.9. 

8.2.2 Travelling cost calculation phase 

In transportation network based travelling cost calculation phase, for the road segments that 

have no road closure probability, an average speed of 30km/h is assigned for the major 

roads (freeways and main arterials), and 25km/h is assigned for other minor road classes 

(secondary arterials, primary collectives, and secondary collectives).  For the road segments 

that have road closure probability scores, the scores are first normalized into 0 and 1 

interval, then classified into 4 categories which are; “<=0.25%”, “0.25%-0.50%”, “0.50%-

0.75%” and “>=1%” and then used in calibration of the transportation network costs. For the 

road segments that have “<=0.25%” road closure probability, transportation network costs 

are decreased by 25%. For the road segments that have “0.25%-0.50%”, road closure 

probability, transportation network costs are decreased by 50%. For the road segments that 

have “0.50%-0.75%”  road closure probability, transportation network costs are decreased 

by 75%. Finally for the road segments that have “>=1%” road closure probability, 

transportation network costs are decreased by 100% which means the road segment is 

totally closed.  
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8.2.3 Modelling and visualization phase 

In accessibility modelling and visualization step, health service accessibility is calculated 

based on 3 different accessibility modelling techniques which are; 

1. Isochronal-based technique (travel time measure) 

2. Zone-based technique (travel time measure) 

(Cumulative time from each health service to each administrative district centroid 

without considering the scale of the health service) 

3. Zone-based technique (gravity measure) 

and computed for: 

1. Average number of broken edges due to soil failure (i.e. liquefaction) or due to bridge 

damages (over all runs)  

2. Average number of blocked by overcross bridge edges (over all runs)  

3. Average number of blocked by collapsed buildings edges (over all runs)  

8.2.4 Road closure probabilities 

Road closure probabilities as calculated in section 7 are used to determine transportation 

network based travelling costs for each of the road segment. The road closure probabilities 

for some of the above mentioned scenarios are given below: 

 

Fig. 8.4 Average number of broken edges due to soil failure (i.e. liquefaction) or due to 

bridge damages (over all runs) 
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Fig. 8.5  Average number of blocked by overcross bridge edges (over all runs) 

 

Fig. 8.6 Average number of blocked by collapsed buildings edges (over all runs) 
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8.2.5 Aggregated results 

As the performance of the network is affected at the same time from all of the different types 

of damages, the results are aggregated into one group in order to provide a more complete 

view of the accessibility. In particular, the results that include the road closure probabilities 

due to liquefaction, building collapses, bridge and overpass damages are aggregated into  a 

new group which is named as “overall” accessibility. When there is an overlay case during 

aggregation process, the maximum of the probability scores is considered in calculation of 

the transportation network costs. 

8.2.5.1 Combined health service accessibility as a travel time measure in isochronal 

technique  

10 minutes (300 seconds) cost is accepted as a critical time threshold for the health service 

accessibility.  

In this technique the 5, 10, 15 and 20 minute of catchment/service area boundaries are 

calculated starting from the health services. When an origin is defined as a reference point 

such as a demand or supply location, isochronal polygon boundaries can be drawn by 

connecting all points in all directions for an equal threshold of time or distance.  

The results of the combined health service accessibility as a travel time measure in 

isochrone based technique for the overall accessibility are given in fig. 8.7. 

 

Fig. 8.7 Combined isochronal accessibility for overall accessibility 
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According to the results of the combined scenarios, most of the study area has 10 minutes 

or less for health service accessibility in isochronal technique. However, there are some 

partial areas in the north-west and south-east regions that have over 10 minutes health 

service accessibility. Because of the modelling structure of the isochronal technique, a 

significant difference is not observed among the scenarios.  

The isochronal technique is strong in determination of low accessibility service areas, 

however, is weak when compared with the zonal technique in terms of comparing 

accessibility among different regions.  

8.2.5.2 Combined health service accessibility as a travel time measure in zone based 

technique 

In zone-based accessibility modelling technique, travelling cost calculation between supply 

and demand points is usually based on the zone centroids, which are geometric center of 

zones. In GIS environment, zonal centroids are generally used as representatives of the 

bordered zones and help to calculate travelling costs between supply and demand points. 

The zone based technique is better in terms of comparing accessibility among regions  

In this technique the cumulative time cost is calculated from each health center to all 

administrative district centroids. For the calculation of accessibility scores, the following 

formula is used:  

                                                                                Equation 8.1 

 

where “i” is the origin (health center) “j” is the destination (administrative district centroid). 

The results of the combined health service accessibility as a cumulative travel time measure 

in zone based technique for the overall accessibility is given in fig. 8.8. In order to provide 

better interpretation of the results, both “jenk’s” and “equal interval” classification techniques 

are used to represent maps. 
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Fig. 8.8 Overall accessibility as a travel time measure in zone based technique (up: 

jenk’s classification, down: equal interval classification) 
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Because of the modelling structure, the zone based technique is more successful in 

comparison of regions, when compared with the isochronal technique.  

According to the combined results, in most of the scenarios the SCDs 0, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18 

have the lowest health service accessibility and the SCDs 2, 7 have the highest accessibility 

among the others (see table 6.2 for district names). 

8.2.6 Combined health service accessibility as a gravity measure in zone based 

technique 

In this technique the cumulative time cost is calculated from each district to all hospitals by 

considering the attraction/gravity factor of the hospitals. The calculation of accessibility 

scores, is based on the following formula: 

                                                                                   Equation 8.2 

 

Where “i” is the origin “j” is the destination and G is the attraction factor of the hospitals 

which is calculated from the global value scores of the hospitals (SRM-LIFE 2003-2007). 

The results of the combined health service accessibility as a gravity measure in zone based 

technique for the overall accessibility is given in fig. 8.9.  
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Fig. 8.9 Overall accessibility as a gravity measure in zone based technique (up: jenk’s 

classification, down: equal interval classification) 

According to the combined results the SCDs 0, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18 have the lowest health 

service accessibility and the SCDs 2, 4, 7, 16, 19 have the highest accessibility among the 

others (see table 6.2 for district names). 

In GIS environment, it is also possible to define shortest routes between supply and demand 

points as in Fig. 8.10 and catchment area overlaps as in Fig. 8.11. The results are useful in 

terms of determination of the shortest route segments and required time cost in that segment 

by considering the costs in the transportation network.  

In catchment area overlap analysis, it is possible to determine the locations that have 

accessibility advantages in terms of being in the catchment area of more than one hospital. 

For example when the 5 minutes accessibility catchment areas are analyzed, it can be 

observed that while the red zones on the boundaries are only inside 1 hospital catchment 

area, the green zones are inside more than 3 hospital catchment zones. The results are 

useful in terms of determination of the accessibility inequalities by considering the costs in 

the transportation network. 
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Fig. 8.10 Shortest routes from each of the health services to district centroids 

 

In conclusion, it should be noted that the application to Thessaloniki is performed to illustrate 

the methodology. It is a representative example, without considering the whole city and road 

network. Nevertheless, it can be shown that GIS based accessibility modelling can be an 

important guide for disaster managers to decrease the amount of disaster affected 

population, before, during and after disaster. As the amount of available resources are 

limited and disaster managers always have to decide the optimal location and capacity of 

available resources in the territory by considering location and capacity of demand locations, 

GIS based accessibility modelling can directly provide a vital support in terms of 

accessibility, location/allocation and service/catchment related issues. For example, GIS 

based accessibility modelling can directly help determination of location and capacity of 

mobile hospitals, search-and-rescue (SAR) teams, equipment storage depots, temporal 

living depots etc.   
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Fig. 8.11 Catchment area overlaps for health services 

8.2.7 Shelter accessibility 

GIS-based accessibility modelling in case of  earthquake is implemented on shelter services 

of Thessaloniki by using zone-based technique and considering “overall”  scenario (includes 

road closure probabilities due to liquefaction, building collapses, bridge and overpass 

damages; see 8.2.3 for details).  

The implementation of this case study consists of three major steps, which are; 

• data acquisition and integration 

• transportation network based travelling cost calculation 

• accessibility modelling and visualization  
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Data acquisition and integration phase includes preparation of data in which supply/demand 

locations (shelter locations and district centroids) and transportation network data are 

obtained and converted into a common GIS format. Transportation network based travelling 

cost calculation phase includes determination of travelling costs for each of the road 

segment on the transportation network according to road closure probabilities as calculated 

in section 7. Finally, accessibility modelling and visualization phase includes measurement 

and representation of shelter accessibility scores in GIS environment. 

8.2.7.1 Data acquisition and integration phase 

The basic data used in the model are the same as those described in 8.2.1. In this case the 

supply locations (point) represent the GIS based shelter locations data of Thessaloniki (fig. 

8.12). 

The shelter accessibility is modeled as a travel time measure in zone based technique as it 

is described in 8.2.5.2.  

The results of the shelter accessibility as a cumulative travel time measure in zone based 

technique for overall scenario is given below (see fig. 8.13). The higher score means the 

higher shelter accessibility. According to the results, the SCDs 10, 11, 14, 18 have the 

lowest shelter accessibility and the SCDs 1, 2, 4, 16 have the highest shelter accessibility 

(see table 6.2 for district names). 

 

 

Fig. 8.12 The possible shelter area locations which’s area is greater than 1 hectar 
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Fig. 8.13 Shelter accessibility as a cumulative travel time measure in zone based 

technique for overall scenario 
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9 Shelter Demand Analysis 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

To demonstrate the application of the socio-economic methodology in SYNER-G a shelter 

needs analysis has been applied in the Thessaloniki study area. The goal here is to 

demonstrate how such a framework can be used as a communication tool for decision 

makers in disaster risk management through the interactive modelling of indicator weights or 

complementing the existing system of indicators with additional available data (e.g. for the 

assessment of additional vulnerability dimensions). 

The shelter needs and accessibility models discussed here bring together the state-of-the-art 

social loss estimation models into a comprehensive modelling approach based on multi-

criteria decision support, which provides decision makers with a dynamic platform to capture 

post-disaster emergency shelter demand decisions. The focus in the shelter needs model is 

to obtain shelter demand as a consequence of building usability, building habitability and 

social vulnerability of the affected population rather than building damage alone. The shelter 

model simulates households' decision-making and considers physical, socio-economic, 

climatic, spatial and temporal factors in addition to modeled building damage states (input 

from WP3 and WP5). A group of proposed socio-economic indicators were harmonized for 

Thessaloniki based on data available for Europe from the EUROSTAT Urban Audit 

Database. 

Most Earthquake Loss Estimation software providing input for shelter needs are based on 

the HAZUS methodology where the displaced population (determined only from building 

damage) is multiplied by a factor that considers age, ownership, ethnicity and income to 

determine demand for public shelters. These four parameters were originally developed by 

the American Red Cross and were based on expert opinion along with historical data from 

the 1994 Northridge earthquake (Harrald et al. 1992). A new approach is presented herein 

for modelling emergency shelter demand by integrating shelter-seeking logic models using 

the principles of Multi-criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA).  

In the Thessaloniki application, a new advancement to shelter estimation methodology was 

explored through three types of key inputs: (1) The “habitability” of buildings which combines 

inputs from the physical models (building usability, utility loss and climate factors) to provide 

information on the habitability of a building; it can be used as a better determinant in 

influencing the decision to evacuate than building damage alone; (2) GIS-based shelter 

accessibility analysis as an input to the shelter seeking model – as discussed in the 

preceding section of this report; and (3) a multi-criteria decision model for implementing a 

shelter-seeking logic model based on complex socio-economic factors which ultimately lead 

to the decision to evacuate and seek public shelter. These three inputs are combined into a 

dynamic shelter model and software tool developed within the SYNER-G platform to provide 

stakeholders an interactive framework in decision-making process for shelter planning and 

preparedness as well as resource allocation. 
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9.2 SHELTER NEEDS IN THESSALONIKI  

According to EM-DAT, the 6.5 magnitude June 20th 1978 earthquake which struck only 20 

kilometers from Thessaloniki, killed 50 persons, and displaced an estimated 45,000 persons 

out of an affected 600,100 persons.  A large number of foreshocks preceded the earthquake, 

the activity starting about 2 months earlier (one measuring up to 5.4 magnitude which 

caused many people in the villages of the epicentral region to abandon their houses). The 

earthquake was also followed by a large number of aftershocks which were still occurring a 

month later in mid-July. A lot of old weak houses were severely damaged, usually in the form 

of falling masonry. However, modern buildings with concrete frames designed according to 

the building code requirements performed very well during the earthquake. The hospitals of 

the city were also subjected to some small damage, but in any case the patients were 

temporarily transferred to tents immediately after the earthquake (Psycharis, 1978).  

 

Fig. 9.1 Thessaloniki 1978 post-earthquake damage and debris blocking roads 

(Source: Insitute of Engineering Seismology and Earthquake Engineering) 

 

Fig. 9.2 After the 1978 Thessaloniki earthquake many people abandoned their homes 

and moved into tents 
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Of a total 49.690 houses and apartment buildings that were inspected after the 1978 

Thessaloniki earthquake, 84% of RC and 71% of URM were found to be safe and did not 

require repairs. 9156 (18%) were yellow tagged and had to be repaired before they could be 

reoccupied and 2235 (4%) were found to be red-tagged and not usable. The earthquake 

struck Thessaloniki during favorable weather conditions in June. As can be seen from the 

table below, the earthquake left over 11,000 buildings immediately uninhabitable and most of 

these residents were displaced and left homeless in tents. Thus, estimating shelter needs as 

shown in the subsequent sections must account for both the usability of buildings (green, 

yellow and red tags) as well as the conditions rendering these buildings habitable or not. 

Finally, socio-economic considerations leading to the desirability of populations to seek 

public shelter must be looked at. 

Table 9.1 Analysis of the damage from the 1978 earthquake to the buildings of 

Thessaloniki (Source: Cambridge Earthquake Impact Database) 

Building 

Classes 

Damage Level 

Green Yellow Red Collapsed Total 

RC 17991 2971 273 4 21239 

Masonry 20211 6185 1962 93 28451 

Total 38202 9156 2235 97 49690 

 

9.3 MULTI-CRITERIA SHELTER MODEL 

The integrated shelter needs model developed in SYNER-G provides a multi-criteria 

framework which brings together the parameters influencing the physical inhabitability of 

their buildings, with coping capacities and social fragilities of the at-risk population to 

determine an index of total shelter need in different neighbourhoods of a city. The mutli-

criteria framework can be described schematically in Fig. 9.3; it is composed of the three 

measures, which will be described in detail here: a) Uninhabitable Building Index (UBI), b) 

Lack of Resistance to Evacuation (LRE) and c) Shelter Seeking Index (SSI). 
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Fig. 9.3 Hierarchical multi-criteria framework to describe shelter needs 

9.3.1 Shelter-Seeking Decision Model 

The basic elements of the logic model for the shelter demand model are based on the ideas 

of Chang et al. (2009). The shelter model combines each of the decision steps (represented 

as an output indicator) shown in Fig. 9.4 in a weighted multi-criteria decision analysis 

framework according to the following scheme: 1.0 is given by an output indicator as the 

proportion of population residing in uninhabitable buildings criteria; 2.0 and 3.0 are a 

combination of a number of internal and external factors and given by an output indicator 

representing the desirability to evacuate criteria; 4.0 is given by an output indicator 

representing the desirability to seek public shelter based on the access to resources criteria. 
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Fig. 9.4 Proposed model framework for the Shelter Seeking Population Index 

 

Each step is answered by yes or no and leads either to the next decision step or is 

answering the final destination residents probably choose. Thus, all residents whose home is 

uninhabitable (1.0) and who have no alternatives will seek public shelter. Also people who 

have a lower resistance to evacuation by either finding it more desirable to leave their home 

(2.0), and/or are forced to leave their home (3.0), will seek public shelter if they lack other 

alternatives (4.0). Each of the decision steps are represented by one output indicator which 

are combined in a weighted multi-criteria decision analysis framework according to the 

following scheme. 

• 1.0 is given by an output indicator as the proportion of population residing in 

uninhabitable buildings criteria.  

• 2.0 and 3.0 are a combination of a number of internal and external factors and given 

by an output indicator representing the desirability to evacuate criteria. 

• 4.0 is given by an output indicator representing the access to resources criteria.  

9.3.2 Building Habitability 

The first step in the decision to evacuate after an earthquake is based on the structural 

stability of a building and functional lifeline structures, such as access to water, gas and 

electric power services. Weather conditions can further aggravate potential displacement 

from damaged buildings with disrupted lifeline services. If a building is only slightly damaged 
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and it is very cold and there are no possibilities to heat, that home will be uninhabitable. 

During other seasons and weather conditions the same building might be habitable. As 

shown in Fig. 9.5 the “displaced persons” model provides an estimate of proportion of 

persons in habitable and uninhabitable buildings using the following inputs: 

• Building Usability (building structural damage which leaves the building unusable, 

partially usable or fully usable depending on the level of damage and possibility of 

repairs)  

• Utility Loss in each system (water supply, electric power, and gas) defined as one 

minus the ratio of satisfied to required demand 

• Weather conditions (which determine the tolerance to utility loss) 

The computed number of uninhabitable buildings is sensitive to a defined tolerance 

threshold for utility loss and importance weights given for each utility system in 

determining the total utility loss for each building. A set of default values have been provided 

for this in Thessaloniki and presented in Table 9.3. It must be noted, however, due to the 

subjective nature of perceptions users may want to change these weights. Thus at the level 

of “building habitability” changes to subjective user-defined parameters will affect the total 

output results.  

 

Fig. 9.5 Modelling of Building Habitability in SYNER-G 

Building habitability is determined as a combination of the functionality of buildings (building 

usability), utility services and impending weather conditions and constitutes the first decision 

step in leaving or staying at home after an earthquake. Building usability is derived from a 

simplified semi-empirical approach as a function of severity of observed damage to structural 

and non-structural elements of buildings. The usability model was developed based on a 

detailed survey of 305 buildings in the densely packed suburb of Pettino obtained from the 

Italian Department of Civil Protection after the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake. The six usability 

classes considered during the survey were reduced in this model to just three: buildings 

which are immediately non-usable (NU), partially usable (PU) or fully usable (FU). Using the 
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Pettino database, Usability Ratios (UR) for buildings were derived for each of the three 

usability classes as a function of the damage data, reported according to six damage states 

DS0 to DS5, which were also reduced to three damage states (none, yield, collapse). 

Usability ratios can be used then to estimate the number of persons in each of the three 

building usability classes (NFU, NPU, NNU). Using the Usability Ratios in Table 9.2, the number 

of persons in each of the three building usability classes can be obtained using the following 

expression given in Equation 9.1: 

 

3

1=

=∑FU  or PU  or NU i i i ,FU  or PU  or NU

i

N N NOUR

                         Equation 9.1 

 where: 

• i = damage level (i = 1, …, 3) 

• Ni = number of buildings having damage level i,  

• NOi = number of occupants (at the time of the event) in each building for each 

damage level i,  

• URi  = usability ratio (UR) for damage level i for each usability class 

 

Table 9.2 Empirically-derived Usability Ratios 

UR  Damage state 

None Yield Collapse 

FU 0.87 0.22 0.00 
PU 0.13 0.25 0.02 
NU 0.00 0.53 0.98 

 

To determine building habitability the usability of buildings is considered together with utility 

loss in a systemic seismic vulnerability analysis (Cavalieri et al., 2012). Non-usable buildings 

(NU) are also non-habitable. If a building is fully or partially usable, depending on the level of 

residual service in the utilities and the prevailing weather conditions at the time of impact, it 

can be habitable (H) or non-habitable (NH).   

In the Thessaloniki application the performance of both Water Supply Systems (WSS) and 

Electric Power Networks (EPN) were analysed using the OOFIMS software. For each of 

these two utility systems, the level of residual service is satisfactory when the Utility Loss 

(UL), defined as one minus the ratio of satisfied to required demand, is lower than a 

threshold value (ULi < ULTi). The threshold values depend on Weather conditions and 

Building Usability and due to the subjective nature of perceptions. For the Thessaloniki 

application the the Utility Loss Threshold (ULTi) was established on a context-specific basis 

by local experts and given in Table 9.3 (e.g., a utility loss tolerance threshold of 0.9 for fully 

usable buildings during good weather conditions means that fully usable buildings will be 

considered habitable for up to 90% utility loss; conversely, during bad weather conditions a 

partially usable building will be considered habitable only as long as no more than 30% of 

utility services is lost) 
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Table 9.3  Utility Loss Tolerance Thresholds for Thessaloniki 

good weather bad weather 

fully 

usable 

partially 

usable 

fully 

usable 

partially 

usable 

0.9 0.8 0.4 0.3 

 

The total Utility Loss is a weighted average of ULi on each of the utilities, with weights wi 

provided by the analyst, as given by Equation 9.2:  

 1=

=∑
UNN

j j

j

UL UL w

                                                            Equation 9.2 

  

where: 

• j = utility systems (j = 1, …NUN  with NUN = 2 in this application) 

• ULj = Utility Loss in system j  

• wj = weight associated with the importance of loss in utility system j in making the 

building uninhabitable 

 

The percent of fully or partially usable buildings that are non-habitable (NHFU or NHPU) is thus 

determined as the portion of buildings which have utility losses greater than the utility loss 

threshold value (UL ≥ ULT). The Uninhabitable Building Index (UBI) is computed as the ratio 

of occupants of buildings that are uninhabitable to the total population (N) according to the 

following relationship, given in Equation 9.3: 

 

                                   Equation 9.3 

where: 

• NFU = number of occupants in buildings that are fully usable 

• NPU = number of occupants in buildings that are partially usable 

• NNU = number of occupants in buildings that are non-usable 

• NHFU = percent fully usable buildings that are non-habitable, where UL ≥ ULT 

• NHPU = percent partially usable buildings that are non-habitable, where UL ≥ ULT 

• Nd = number of dead persons estimated in a selected casualty model  
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Uninhabitable Buildings
(Bad Weather Conditions)

SCD_WGS84

Uninhabitable Buildings Goal

0,000000 - 0,051637

0,051638 - 0,140218

0,140219 - 0,292172

0,292173 - 0,552840

0,552841 - 1,000000  

Fig. 9.6 Uninhabitable Buildings - Bad weather conditions 

9.3.3 Desirability to Evacuate 

The decision to evacuate one’s home after an earthquake and to utilize public shelter is 

correlated with a variety of social and demographic factors (Tierney et al, 2001). A survey of 

disaster literature regarding post-earthquake sheltering demand provided an initial basis for 

selection of relevant socio-economic indicators related to the desirability to evacuate 

(Khazai, et al., 2012; Braun, 2011).  

While the literature survey provides for a comprehensive wish list of indicators, an important 

requirement for operationalizing the approach is that it should be possible to quantitatively 

populate the socio-economic indicators based on an approach that can be harmonized at the 

European level for the urban scale of analysis. To operationalize the shelter needs models 

for implementation in Thessaloniki, the EUROSTAT Urban Audit data has been analyzed. 

The Urban Audit database is the only European-wide database that has assembled socio-

economic indicators at the urban scale of analysis for a balanced and representative sample 

of cities in Europe. In this application, data in the Urban Audit was collected at the sub-city 

district (SCD) scale to capture inter-urban discrepancies. Even though the results of the 

2011 Urban Audit are being collected, the only available dataset for Thessaloniki was the 

2003/2004 data collection. Accordingly this dataset was used in the analysis. In 

Thessaloniki, the EUROSTAT Urban Audit data has been analyzed for 34 indicators 

collected for 20 sub-city districts of Thessaloniki. The Urban Audit indicators were related to 

the vulnerability criteria of the systemic shelter model and validated with empirical data and 

expert surveys for the L’Aquila earthquake (see Khazai et al., 2012 and Elefante et al., 

2012). 

 

1 Total Resident Population 

2 Male Resident Population 

3 Female Resident Population 

4 Total Resident Population 65-74 
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5 Total Resident Population 75 and over 

6 Total Elderly Population (65+) 

7 Elderly Population Ratio 

8 Total Resident Population 0-4 

9 Total Resident Population 5-14 

10 Total Children Population (0-14) 

11 Children Population Ratio 

12 Residents who are Nationals of other EU Member State 

13 Nationals born abroad 

14 Residents who are not EU Nationals, coming from  
countries with a medium or low HDI 

15 Ratio of Residents who are not EU Nationals, Low HDI 

16 Total Number of Households (excluding institutional 
households) 

17 One person households 

18 Ration of One-person Households 

19 Lone parent households (with children aged 0 to under 
18) 

20 Ratio of Lone Parent Households with children 

21 Lone pensioner (above retirement age) households Total 

22 Ratio of Lone Pensioner Households 

23 Total Resident Population living in households 
(excluding institutional households) 

24 Total Economically Active Population 

25 Economically inactive ratio 

26 Residents Unemployed 

27 Unemployed Ratio 

28 Number of conventional dwellings 

29 Dwellings lacking basic amenities 

30 Ratio of Dwellings lacking basic amenities to 
conventional dwellings 

31 Number of residents (aged 15-64) with ISCED level 0, 
1or 2 as the highest level of education 

32 Number of residents (aged 15-64) with ISCED level 3or 
4 as the highest level of education 

33 Number of residents (aged 15-64) with ISCED level 5 or 
6 as the highest level of education 

34 Ratio of Low Educations 0,1,2 

The resistance to evacuation is also influenced by sociological and economic factors, like 

having strong social networks, belonging to a minority or being disabled, having enough 

knowledge and financial resources to protect yourself, and knowing where to obtain 

information. Other factors influencing the perceived security are conditions such as fear and 

anxiety of aftershocks or mistrust in safety evaluation of home (green, yellow and red tags) 

which are more difficult to describe and define quantitatively through indicators. Thus, the 

desirability to leave is a combination of a complex set of social factors and is ultimately 

determined by the individual’s perception of the importance of each one of these factors in 

driving the decision to evacuate. While desirability to leave represents an internal driver to 

evacuation, the resistance to evacuation is also driven by external decisions imposed on the 

affected population which in some cases may force them to evacuate. 
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                             Equation 9.4 

where: 

• DE = Desirability to evacuate 

•  = overall weight given to each indicator 

•    = indicators representing the desirability to evacuate 

•  = External Factors, derived from a GIS analysis and/or different evacuation 

scenarios. (e.g. in the case of the Thessaloniki application evacuation scenarios were 

not considered in the analysis) 

 

Table 9.4 Urban Audit Indicators influencing Desirability to Evacuate 

Decision Factors Urban Audit Indicators for Desirability to Evacuate 

Household Tenure (Owner 
vs. Renter) 

Data set not available 

Housing Type (Single, Multi-
family) 

 
-Proportion of Dwellings lacking basic amenities  
-Proportion of non-conventional dwellings 

Household Type (Large 
Families with Children, 
Single Parents) 

-Lone-parent households with children aged 18 or under 
-Lone Pensioners 

Age (Children and Elderly) 
-Proportion of total population aged 0-4  
-Proportion of total population aged 75 and over 

Perceived Security of 
Neighborhood 

Data set not available  
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Fig. 9.7 Ranking of desirability to evacuate in Thessaloniki 

 

 

Desirability to Evacuate 
Criteria

SCD_WGS84

Desirability to Evacuate Goal

0,292000 - 0,324000

0,324001 - 0,368000

0,368001 - 0,439000

0,439001 - 0,496000

0,496001 - 0,599000  

Fig. 9.8 Desirability to evacuate scores in Thessaloniki 
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9.3.4 Desirability to Seek Public Shelter 

Not all displaced population will seek public shelter, and some may find alternative shelter 

accommodations (rent motel rooms or apartments), stay with family and friends, or leave the 

affected area. For estimations of shelter demand it is necessary to account various factors 

that lead to populations seeking public shelter. Desirability to seek public shelter in this study 

is given by an indicator model related to the “Access to Resources” which accounts for both 

“push” factors (such as low income, lack of mobility or having no social networks) and “pull” 

factors (such as being too far from the shelter sites). The “push” factors are determined in 

terms of socio-economic drivers, while the “pull” factor is an input from a GIS-based shelter 

accessibility model (Khazai, et al., 2011b). The question of accessibility relates mostly to 

residents who are able to choose between different destinations. The proximity and ease of 

access of shelter locations might be key criteria for these households whose decision of 

leaving is not founded on aspects of vulnerability but on individual preferences. The Shelter 

Seeking Index (SSI) is then derived as an additive weighted sum of each of the indicators 

constituting the shelter seeking population and multiplied by how accessible each of the 

designated shelter sites are, according to: 

                          Equation 9.5 

where: 

• SSI = Shelter Seeking Index 

•  = overall weight given to each indicator 

•    = indicators representing shelter seeking population 

•  = Accessibility Index, derived from a GIS distance-cost analysis to shelter sites 

 

Table 9.5 Urban Audit Indicators influencing Desirability to Seek Public Shelter 

Decision 
Factors 

Urban Audit Indicators for Shelter Seeking Index 

Income 
- Ratio of Economically Inactive Residents                                                                            

Unemployment - Ratio of Unemployed Residents 

Migration/ 
Ethnicity 

- Number of residents born abroad (not only nationals)   
- Residents not EU Nationals and citizens of a country with a very high or high 
HDI 
- Residents who are not EU Nationals and citizens of a country with a medium 
or low HDI                                                                                                               

Education - Prop. of working age population qualified at level 1, 2, 3 4, 5 and 6 ISCED 
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Fig. 9.9 Ranking of Shelter Seeking Index (SSI) indicators 

Fig. 9.10 Shelter Seeking Index (SSI) scores in Thessaloniki (without considering 

shelter accessibility) 

 

 

 

 

Shelter Seeking Index
(SSI)

SCD_WGS84

Shelter Seeking Index Goal / none

0,198000000 - 0,249000000

0,249000001 - 0,346000000

0,346000001 - 0,469000000

0,469000001 - 0,661000000

0,661000001 - 0,796000000  
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Shelter Needs Index 
(SNI)

SCD_WGS84

SCD_WGS84.SSI_Ac / none

0,039000001 - 0,061000001

0,061000002 - 0,112000003

0,112000004 - 0,142000005

0,142000006 - 0,209000006

0,209000007 - 0,289000005 

Fig. 9.11 Shelter Seeking Index (SSI) scores in Thessaloniki (with considering shelter 

accessibility) 

9.4 DISPLACED PERSONS INDEX (DPI) 

The integrated shelter needs model developed in SYNER-G is based on a multi-criteria 

decision theory (MCDA) framework which allows the bringing together of parameters 

influencing the physical inhabitability of buildings, with social vulnerability (and coping 

capacity) factors of the at-risk population to determine as well as external factors to 

determine the desirability to evacuate and seek public shelter. As shown in Fig. 9.12, the 

mutli-criteria framework can be described schematically as composed of the two main 

criteria: overall population at risk of being displaced after an earthquake (DPI) and the 

proportion of this population likely to seek public shelter (SSI). The Displaced Persons Index 

(DPI) is given as occupants in uninhabitable buildings (UBI or BHI) amplified by external and 

internal factors related to desirability to evacuate according to Equation 6.7. 

                                              Equation 9.6 

 

Fig. 9.12  Decision criteria for computing Shelter Needs Index (SNI) 
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Fig. 9.13 Ranking of Displaced Persons Index (DPI) in Thessaloniki 

9.5 SHELTER NEEDS INDEX 

Subsequently, the total demand for public shelter for a particular location (i.e., city district) 

can be described as a product of the population at risk of being displaced (D1, D2 and D3) to 

the population likely to seek public shelter (D4). This can be expressed by Equation 9.6: 

                                                Equation 9.6 

where, SSI is derived from a weighted index related to lack of access of resources indicators 

in a community or neighborhood as shown in Section 8.5.4, and DPI is given as occupants in 

uninhabitable buildings amplified by external and internal factors related to desirability to 

evacuate according to Equation 9.6. 

Fig. 9.14 Ranking of Shelter Needs Index (SNI) in Thessaloniki 

 

Displaced Persons Index
(DPI)

SCD_WGS84

SCD_WGS84.DPI

0,0000 - 0,0681

0,0682 - 0,1692

0,1693 - 0,5526

0,5527 - 0,7865

0,7866 - 1,5990  

 

Shelter Needs Index 
(SNI)

SCD_WGS84

SCD_WGS84.SNI / none

0,000000000 - 0,025800001

0,025800002 - 0,056899998

0,056899999 - 0,185000002

0,185000003 - 0,334199995

0,334199996 - 0,611000001 
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9.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Damage to Buildings and Infrastructure drive the displacement of populations; however, by 

considering socio-economic factors related to “desirability to evacuate” and “access to forms 

of shelter other than public shelter” we can see that different SCDs in Thessaloniki show us 

as “Hot Spots” for shelter needs. Such a decision-support tool can help for the planning of 

shelter allocation. 

Table 9.6 Ranking of SCDs in Thessaloniki according to Uninhabitable Buildings, 

Displaced Persons and Shelter Needs indices 

 Uninhabitable Buildings Goal 

Rank SCD ID SCD Name 

Rank 1 16 Constantinoupoleos-Delfon-Botsari 

Rank 2 8 Athinon 

Rank 3 6 Vlatadon-St.Dimitrios-Lachanagora 

Rank 4 3 PAOK-Malakopi 

Rank 5 15 School for the blind-Sailing Club 

 Displaced Persons Goal 

Rank SCD ID SCD Name 

Rank 1 18 Ecclesiastic School-Kato Toumba 

Rank 2 4 Papafio-St.Constantine-Military Hospital 

Rank 3 14 Nomarchia-Vafopoulio-Depau 

Rank 4 16 Constantinoupoleos-Delfon-Botsari 

Rank 5 6 Vlatadon-St.Dimitrios-Lachanagora 

 Shelter Needs Index Goal 

Rank SCD ID SCD Name 

Rank 1 4 Papafio-St.Constantine-Military Hospital 

Rank 2 12 Pasha Hamam-Tyroloi 

Rank 3 6 Vlatadon-St.Dimitrios-Lachanagora 

Rank 4 18 Ecclesiastic School-Kato Toumba 

Rank 5 16 Constantinoupoleos-Delfon-Botsari 
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10 Conclusions 

The SYNER-G methodology and tools have been applied in Thessaloniki. In particular the 

study included the building stock (BDG), electric power network (EPN), water supply system 

(WSS) and road network (RDN) with specific interdependencies between systems.  

For the buildings, the structural damages (yielding and collapsed buildings), casualties 

(deaths, injuries) and displaced people were estimated either as total average values or as 

expected values for each sub-city district (SCD) for given event(s).  

For the networks, selected Performance Indicators (PI’s) are calculated based on the 

estimated damages and functionality losses of the different components. The connectivity 

loss as well as the distribution of damages is defined for events that correspond to specific 

return period (Tm=500 years) of the PI. The correlation of each component to the system PIs 

is also estimated. This type of analysis is based on the results of each single event, and thus 

it preserves the information about systems’ topology and its behaviour in case of spatial 

correlated damages (related to single earthquakes). Thus, it allows identifying the most 

critical elements for the functionality of each system. 

The interactions considered in the analysis are essential for the overall risk assessment. It is 

shown that the estimated loss of WSS connectivity can be significantly increased due to 

possible failures of EPN substations that supply certain pumping stations of the water 

network. Moreover, the RDN connectivity is considerably affected when the road blockages 

due to building collapses are considered in the analysis. Similarly, the estimated number of 

displaced people is correlated to the loss of connectivity between EPN and WSS with the 

residential areas (SCD). 

Several sources of uncertainties are inherent to the analysis, related among others to the 

seismic hazard and spatial correlation models, the fragility assessment or the functionality 

thresholds of each component. A probabilistic (Monte Carlo) approach is performed which 

samples earthquake events based on the methods and tools developed in SYNER-G. In this 

way, all the characteristics of each event (e.g., spatial correlations) are accounted for and 

preserved for the systemic analysis. 

A GIS based accessibility modelling was carried out considering the allocation of health 

facilities and shelter areas as well as the distribution of damages in the road network. The 

damages can be direct due to bridge or road failures or indirect such as road blockages due 

to building collapses or overpass bridge failures. The accessibility level and the travel time to 

shelter and hospital destinations are defined for the SCDs of Thessaloniki. 

A shelter demand analysis is performed for the study area based on a multi criteria tool and 

considering the building usability, building habitability and social vulnerability through a 

group of socio-economic indicators that are obtained from the EUROSTAT Urban Audit 

Database. Damage to Buildings and Infrastructure drive the displacement of populations, 

however, by considering socio-economic factors related to “desirability to evacuate” and 

“access to forms of shelter other than public shelter” it is observed that different SCDs in 

Thessaloniki show us as “Hot Spots” for shelter needs. Such a decision-support tool can 

help for the planning of shelter allocation. 
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In summary the various applications performed in a complex system as a whole city with its 

infrastructures and population, proved that the SYNER-G conceptual ideas, the methodology 

and the tools that have been developed for the analysis, are providing the most advanced so 

far instrument to assess the vulnerability and risk considering potential synergies among 

different systems and subsystems. Much work is deemed necessary in the immediate future 

to further improve the different computation instruments and tools in order to make the 

SYNER-G tool a practical tool for seismic risk management. The first and most important 

step has been completed successfully. 
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